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Abstract 
The watermarking system proposed in this paper offers an expert system technique to 
help solve the ownership claim on digital images. The watermarking system is based on 
fuzzy logic and was designed with the intent of embedding watermark features such that 
they are undetectable to the human visual system. To achieve this objective, the 
development and design of the watermarking scheme was targeted to utilize three of the 
five perceptual holes of the human visual system: intensity resolution, intensity 
sensitivity and spatial masking. Basing the design on these characteristics, the resulting 
watermarking scheme proved to be resilient to several image processing techniques that 
are typical for the accidental attack process. The results of the evaluation of the 
accidental attacks are compared to another spatial watermarking technique. The 
evaluation of the embedded watermark was subjected to a limited sample of human 
visual system observers. 
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Introduction 
Ever since the introduction of the Internet to the public domain, the sharing of 
information has been enhanced to a degree that has never been realized by other ages. 
With the continued growth of the Internet and the accessibility of digital media tools, the 
task of managing and verifying the original authenticity of a digital media work piece has 
become an ever-increasing challenge. 
Attack Process 
The primary objective to retaining ownership of a digital media work piece is protection 
from an attack process. There are four classifications of the attack process. They are (1) 
accidental, (2) robustness, (3) protocol and (4) legal attacks [Reference [1]]. Accidental 
attacks on a piece of digital media are a result of the application of some form of 
processing technique employed by the user of the digital media. For instance, in still 
digital images, a user of a digital media work piece might employ some method of image 
processing without the intention of obtaining original ownership of the item. This can 
include many forms of image processing techniques such as compression, filtering and 
minor geometric transformations such as cropping, scaling or rotation. Robustness attacks 
are in contrast to accidental attacks. These are adverse in form with the sole intention of 
copying and obtaining ownership of a piece of digital media. The intention of protocol 
attacks is to cast doubt on the original ownership of a piece of digital media. This is 
accomplished by affecting the signature applied to a piece of digital media. The last class 
of attacks, legal attacks, is the method employed by a user to void the validity of the 
signature method. 
A watermark is used to protect the original owner of a digital media work piece from 
these classes of attacks. A watermark is embedded into a digital media work piece as a 
form of authenticating the digital media to a particular owner. Watermarks can take an 
invisible or visible form. The visible form is obtrusive and has the limitation that it can 
distort the information contained in the digital media (i.e. a watermark contained in an 
audio form of digital media). With the accessibility of digital tools a visible watermark is 
not resilient to accidental, robustness or protocol classes of attacks. Visible watermarks 
do not provide a method that is extendable to steganography. As a result invisible 
watermarks are in general the preferred method of insuring authenticity of a digital 
media. 
Nearly any method that is used to employ an invisible watermark is susceptible to the 
legal attacks. The defense of one watermark preceding a second watermark will continue 
to be a difficult case. The objective is to embed a watermark such that the form of the 
digital media is distorted when the embedding of a contrasting watermark is attempted. 
The legal attack can then be minimized on the watermarking method. This has been 
evident in audio forms of digital media. For instance, the copying of some audio CDs 
proves to create a second copy of less quality due to the changes in some form of the 
musical piece (i.e. pitch). However in still image media, the challenge has become even 
greater with the advances of commercial software. The latest version of Paint Shop Pro 
(Version 6.02) has a built in utility that enables a user of the software to embed an 
invisible digital watermark into the host image. The software also provides the user with 
the ability to register the user's trademark(s) via the Internet with Digimarc, the writers of 
the watermarking software utility. 
Historical Review 
Watermark Properties 
From the classes of attacks, several objectives for a watermark can be derived. These 
objectives are dependent on the form of digital media. Since this work introduces a 
watermark method that is intended for digital still images, though the concept of the 
watermark algorithm can be extended to other digital media forms, these objectives are 
defined in terms that are primarily for still digital media. In general, the underlying 
objective of a watermark is not to be obtrusive to the users of the digital media and robust 
to both malicious and friendly attacks. The effectiveness of a watermark is based on the 
following six properties: (1) Perceptually transparent, (2) Recovery with or without 
access to the original signal, (3) Bit rate of data embedding algorithm, (4) Robustness, (5) 
Security and (6) Copyright protection and ownership deadlock [Reference [2]]. 
A watermark is perceptually transparent when the user of the digital media is unable to 
differentiate a host image from its original state before the insertion of a watermark and 
after the process of watermark insertion into the host image. The second property of 
recovery of data with or without access to the original signal for still digital images 
implies that the host image may be used as a reference for the extraction of a watermark. 
However it is acceptable to not require the host image in its original form for watermark 
extraction. When the host image is not available for the extraction process the amount of 
data that can be embedded is limited in comparison to an extraction process that uses the 
host image. The third property of bit rate of a data embedding algorithm refers to the 
amount of signal that is contained in a watermark. There are two implications of this 
property. A watermark may be relatively small in ratio to the size of the still image. An 
example might be a serial number. However the capability to repeat the watermark 
several times through the digital image is gained. Consequently, a large watermark signal 
will provide the same amount of penetration into a digital image, yet require the same 
amount of bandwidth without repetition. The embedding algorithm therefore becomes a 
critical point in determining the amount of data that can be embedded. An algorithm 
should be flexible in its adaptability to different image sizes and not constrained to a 
specific image size or watermark to image ratio. The robustness property of a watermark 
algorithm is a measure of how well the algorithm can embed a watermark to withstand 
the attack process. The security property of a watermark algorithm is the ability of a 
watermark to escape the perception of the user of the digital media. If the watermark is 
not perceivable than the chance of detection is reduced. The security property also takes 
into account the capability of limiting a second watermark algorithm from inserting a 
watermark into a watermarked image. The security property also requires a watermark 
algorithm to be able to extract the watermark from a watermarked image that was printed 
and re-scanned [Reference [5]]. For digital still images, the security property requires the 
exploitation of the human visual system. The final property of a watermark is the 
copyright protection and ownership deadlock. This property identifies the purpose of a 
watermark. It is to permit the use of digital media yet retain an authentic protection 
through some form of copyright. Ideally this protection would be revealed when an 
unauthorized copy of the media is performed. This would distort the media and leave it in 
an undesirable or unusable condition. If the watermark cannot prevent another 
watermark from being inserted into a host image, than it ultimately should be able to 
distinguish itself as the primary watermark in the case of a deadlock. 
To conclude, it has been the observation of many individuals involved in this area of 
research that a robust watermarking scheme should embed a watermark into the most 
perceptually significant regions of the host image [Reference [1], [2], [3] and [16]]. 
However to be undetectable to the human visual system, a watermark must be located in 
the most perceptually insignificant regions of the host image. It is the contrast of these 
two objectives that affront the development of a watermarking algorithm. 
Watermarking Methods 
For still digital images there are three primary methods for the insertion and extraction of 
a watermark. These are spatial domain methods, transform domain methods and 
colorspace methods. Spatial domain methods provide an algorithm that manipulates some 
or all of the pixel elements of a host image based upon the value of the corresponding 
watermark pixel. Transform methods convert the host image into a frequency 
representation based on some transformation technique. 
Transform 
Algorithm 
-Host Image-
- Watermark Image- Permutation Scheme 
Watermark 
Insertion 
Algorithm 
-Watermarked Image-
Key 
Figure 1: Watermarking Insertion Block Diagram 
Most insertion algorithms perform some permutation technique to the original watermark 
prior to insertion of the watermark into the host image. The key in Figure 1 indicates a 
pseudorandom number that is generally used in most applications to randomize the 
watermark. Randomization of the watermark is performed by most watermarking 
applications to reduce the correlation between the watermark image and the watermarked 
image. 
Transform Domain Methods 
Examples of transform domain methods for the insertion and extraction of a digital 
watermark are described in References [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] and [14]. In each of 
these proposed watermarking techniques, the digital image is converted into frequency 
information by employing some transform method. In most cases the transform method is 
operated on subimages of the digital image. Once the pixel elements of the host image are 
transformed to the frequency domain, the insertion algorithm modifies the frequency 
components of the host image. The inverse of the transform operator is performed on the 
host image to generate the watermarked image. Similar to spatial domain methods, the 
amount of pixel element change is dependent on the implementation of the algorithm. 
There are a variety of transform methods that have been proposed in the reference 
literature. References [8], [11] and [15] are watermarking algorithms that propose the use 
of the discrete Fourier transform to insert and extract a watermark. These papers embed 
information into the host digital image by modulating one of the frequency components. 
References [8] and [11] select the magnitude component because it is translation 
invariant. Reference [1] suggests but does not offer a method of using the phase 
component because phase distortion is more sensitive to the human visual system than 
the magnitude distortions. The modulation of the frequency components provides the 
ability to encode information such as the owner of the host image, an identification 
number of a symbol to indicate the nature of the image content (i.e. political, fictional, 
pornography, etc.). 
References [12] and [13] used the Fourier-Mellin transform to embed a digital 
watermarking. Both implementations proved to be invariant to the geometric 
transformation of rotation, scale and translation. Reference [12] extends the use of the 
Fourier-Mellin transform to the Radon transform. The Radon transform derives the 
projection of the intensity of a host image along a radial line oriented at a specific angle. 
One of the earliest transform methods used in many watermarking techniques is the 
discrete cosine transform. Reference [14] is one of the many typical implementations that 
uses the discrete cosine transform. However the authors developed the embedding 
algorithm to exploit the masking characteristics of the human visual system. By taking 
advantage of the masking characteristics of the human visual system, the algorithm was 
able to insert digital watermarks in regions that contained larger energy. As a result the 
authors of this paper were able to ameliorate the watermark's invisibility and its 
robustness against accidental and robustness attacks. 
Another transform that is used in watermarking algorithms is the discrete wavelet 
transform. This transform method has the advantage of multiresolution analysis over the 
other transform methods. Multiresolution analysis avoids the blocking effect that is 
characteristic of the other transform methods. References [9] and [10] are examples of 
watermarking insertion techniques that use the discrete wavelet transform. Both of these 
papers propose a wavelet based system that decompose the host image into a three level 
pyramid. To provide resiliency to the accidental attacks, these papers embedded their 
digital watermarks in the large coefficients of the middle and high frequency bands. 
Similar to the authors of reference [14], the authors of reference [10] exploited the 
masking characteristics of the human visual system. As a result, the watermarking 
insertion algorithm inserted the digital watermarks in the middle and high frequency 
bands based on the energy content. The number of watermarks inserted into a particular 
band was proportional to the energy in each band. 
Two additional transform methods that have been published used the Karhunen-Loeve 
and Walsh-Hadamard transforms to watermark an image. 
Spatial Domain Methods 
Examples of spatial domain methods for the insertion and extraction of a digital 
watermark are described in References [16], [17], [18] and [19]. In each of these 
proposed watermarking techniques, pixel elements of the host image are adjusted in the 
spatial domain. The amount of pixel element change is dependent on the implementation 
of the algorithm. In some cases the adjustment of the pixels in the host image is a one for 
one pixel adjustment that corresponds to the value of the pixel element in the watermark. 
In other cases the pixel elements that are modified occur in block processing at the 
subimage level. 
The insertion algorithm of Reference [17] is one of the earliest forms of digital 
watermarking techniques presented. This method employs a least significant bit 
manipulation (LSB) to insert a digital watermark into a host image. This method proves 
to be very resilient from human visual system detection because it does not produce 
visual artifact in the watermarked image. However, the algorithm is not immune to 
accidental or robust attacks. If an image is altered in either of these attack methods, the 
LSB of the watermarked image is likely to be changed such that reconstruction of the 
watermark during the extraction process is difficult. 
Reference [18] improves on the shortcomings of the LSB method by adjusting the pixel 
element value further. The attempt by these authors is to improve upon the extraction 
process so that the original watermark can be verified with an improved correlation. The 
insertion algorithm processes each pixel element in the host image by adjusting the value 
of the pixels with small and random changes. The algorithm applies a watermark 
extraction function to the pixels and tests the extracted watermark value to determine 
whether it is equal to the desired watermark value. If the pixel adjustment is equal to the 
desired watermark value then processing continues to the next pixel. If the pixel 
adjustment is not equal to the desired watermark value then modification to the pixel 
value continues until the value is equal to the desired watermark value. The amount of 
adjustment is calculated and then propagated to the pixels that have not been processed. 
The method propagation used by the authors is a modified error diffusion procedure. 
Voyatzis and Pitas (reference [19]) proposed a mixing dynamical system for a watermark 
algorithm. The system is used for embedding, extracting and reconstructing the 
watermark. The implementation used a 5x5 mask for each pixel element. The exterior 
dimension of the mask is filled with constants that are small in range, < 4. Except for the 
middle element Qp, the rest of the mask is zero filled. The middle element is a linear 
function based upon the pixel element value of the host image, the average intensity of 
pixel elements contained in a 3x3 subimage and a small scalar. The formulation of the 
mask is 
C] c 2 c 3 c 2 C i 
c 2 0 0 0 c 2 
M p = c 3 0 Qp 0 c 3 
c 2 0 0 0 c 2 
C] C 2 C3 C 2 C] 
Reference [16] proposes an adaptive block processing method. Of the spatial domain 
papers studied in this paper, the authors of this paper offered an algorithm with 
significant resiliency against accidental attacks. Typical of most algorithms, the insertion 
process begins with the permutation of the watermark by a two dimensional pseudo-
random number traversing method. The host image is then decomposed into subimages 
of nxn blocks. Inserting the binary logic of the watermark into the host image is then 
accomplished by sorting the pixels in each subimage in ascending order of pixel intensity. 
For each subimage, the mean, maximum and minimum value for the pixel elements of the 
subimage is computed. Using these results, the pixel element range for each subimage is 
then segregated into two groups. The first group is partitioned with a lower bound of the 
minimum pixel element value of the range and an upper bound of the mean of the 
subimage. The second group is partitioned with a lower bound of the mean of the 
subimage and an upper bound of the maximum pixel element value of the range. The 
mean of the lower range group and the upper range group is computed. Effectively the 
process divides the pixel elements of the subimage into four groups with the following 
boundaries: (1) minimum pixel element value of the subimage to the mean of the lower 
pixel element range; (2) the lower pixel element range to the mean of the pixel elements 
of the subimage; (3) the mean of the pixel elements of the subimage to the mean of the 
upper pixel element range; and (4) the mean of the upper pixel element range to the 
maximum pixel element value of the subimage. The last parameter required to adjust the 
pixel elements of the subimage is the contrast of the subimage. The contrast of each 
subimage is computed based on 
Cb = max(CMM,, afmaximum pixel value - minimum pixel value)) 
Cmm, is a constant 
a is a scalar 
The following algorithm modifies the pixel elements of each subimage. For either binary 
value of the watermark, the four groups of each subimage are modified by three rules that 
are dependent upon the binary value of the watermark and the group that categorizes the 
pixel elements. 
When the binary value of the watermark is one, the pixel elements of the corresponding 
subimage are adjusted by shifting the category 4 group of pixel elements to the maximum 
pixel element value of the subimage and the category 2 group of pixel elements to the 
mean of the pixel elements of the subimage. The pixel elements that are categorized by 
group 1 and 3 are modified with a randomly generated value between 0 and CB- Similarly 
three rules are applied when the binary value of the watermark is zero. For this case the 
pixel elements of the corresponding subimage are adjusted by shifting the category 1 
group of pixel elements to the minimum pixel element value of the subimage and the 
category 3 group of pixel elements to the mean of the pixel elements of the subimage. 
The pixel elements that are categorized by group 2 and 4 are modified with a randomly 
generated value between 0 and CB. 
To assist in the understanding and critiquing of the adaptive watermarking technique that 
Lee and Lee proposed, a step by step implementation is provided. Suppose the following 
intensity values are presented in a 4x4 subimage to the watermarking algorithm: 
0.6266 0.6306 0.6345 0.6359 
0.6266 0.6320 0.6320 0.6280 
0.6230 0.6225 0.6225 0.6186 
0.6186 0.6186 0.6147 0.6122 
The raster form of this subimage is 
0.6266, 0.6306, 0.6345, 0.6359, 0.6266, 0.6320, 0.6320, 0.6280, 0.6230, 0.6225, 0.6225, 0.6186, 0.6186, 
0. 6186. 0.6147, 0.6122 
1. ) Sorting the pixel elements into ascending order of pixel intensities produces: 
0.6122, 0.6147, 0.6186, 0.6186, 0.6186, 0.6225, 0.6225, 0.6230, 0.6266, 0.6266, 0.6280, 0.6306, 0.6320, 
0.6320, 0.6345, 0.6359 
2. ) Computing the average intensity, maximal intensity and minimal intensity produces: 
Maximal = 0.6359 
Mean = 0.6248 
Minimal = 0.6122 
3. ) Classifying the pixel elements into two groups that are bounded by the minimal and 
mean and the mean and the maximal respectively produce 
Z L = 0.6722, 0.6147, 0.6186, 0.6186, 0.6186, 0.6225, 0.6225. 0.6230 
Z H = 0.6266, 0.6266, 0.6280, 0.6306, 0.6320, 0.6320, 0.6345, 0.6359 
4. ) The mean values for these two groups are: 
E[ZL] = 0.6188 
E[Z„] = 0.6308 
5. ) The next step is to compute the contrast for the subimage. This requires two constants 
in the equation. Lee and Lee do not provide any recommendation on the selection of 
these constants. For purposes of demonstrating the watermark only, Cmin will be 
assigned the value of 0.0002 and a will be assigned 0.01. Using these values, the 
contrast of the subimage CB is 2.3699e-004. 
6.) Categorizing intensities of the pixel elements into the four groups and applying the 
rules for the instance when the watermark feature is a black pixel, the resulting pixel 
modifications are summarized in the table below. The value of 1.1849e-004 was 
assigned to the randomly generated value between 0 and C B . 
Pixel Group Initial Pixel Intensity Final Pixel Intensity 
Minimal <p < E[Z L ] 0.6122, 0.6147, 0.6186, 0.6186, 
0.6186 
0.6123, 0.6148, 0.6187, 0.6187, 
0.6187 
E[Z L ] <p< Mean 0.6225, 0.6225, 0.6230 0.6248, 0.6248, 0.6248 
Mean</><E[ZH] 0.6266, 0.6266, 0.6280, 0.6306 0.6267, 0.6267, 0.6281, 0.6307 
E[Z H ] <p < Maximal 0.6320, 0.6320, 0.6345, 0.6359 0.6359, 0.6359, 0.6359, 0.6359 
Table 1: Lee and Lee Example Summary 
Assigning the final pixel intensities to the respective subimage location forms the 
watermarked version of the subimage. 
0.6267 0.6307 0.6359 0.6359 
0.6267 0.6359 0.6359 0.6281 
0.6248 0.6248 0.6248 0.6187 
0.6187 0.6187 0.6148 0.6123 
Comparing the absolute difference between the initial pixel element intensities with the 
final pixel intensity values for the watermarked version produces the following matrix: 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0014 0.0000 
0.0001 0.0039 0.0039 0.0001 
0.0018 0.0023 0.0023 0.0001 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
The extraction of the watermark from the host image for this algorithm is based on a 
similarity comparison between the host image and the watermarked image. When the 
sum of the pixel elements of the subimage of the watermarked image is greater than the 
corresponding subimage of the host image, then the watermark pixel element is assigned 
a binary value of one. When the sum of the pixel elements of the subimage of the 
watermarked image is less than the corresponding subimage of the host image, then the 
watermark pixel element is assigned a binary value of zero. 
As a result of the block processing method proposed by the authors of Reference [16], the 
results for typical image processing techniques that are categorized by accidental attacks 
are claimed in Table 2. The authors used the same image in Figure 68. 
Image Processing Operation Normalized Cross Correlation 
Low pass Filtering .9658 
Median Filtering .8879 
Resampling .9891 
Requantization .9475 
Theory 
To facilitate the understanding of the development of the watermarking algorithm that is 
proposed in this paper, a review of the basic concepts is warranted. The subject areas that 
will be discussed are Fuzzy Logic and Fibonacci Sequence. Also critical to the 
understanding of the watermarking algorithm that is presented in this paper is the human 
visual system. The basis for any watermarking algorithm should be to exploit the 
characteristics of the human visual system. The first section will review the human visual 
system. The second section will provide a high level summary of fuzzy logic. The third 
section will describe the Fibonacci Sequence. For an in-depth detail of these subject 
areas, the reader is urged to study the material that is referenced. 
Human Visual System Characteristics 
As stated earlier the fundamental challenge of watermarking is the contrariety of 
embedding a watermark into the most perceptually significant regions of an image with 
the objective to be undetectable to the human visual system. It is therefore disconcerting 
that among the papers that were researched only the papers of references [10] and [14] 
used the human visual system as the basis of the watermark insertion algorithm design. 
This very well could be the result of the human visual system being a very complex 
system. 
A simplified model of the human visual system contains two elements: the peripheral 
level and the central level. The peripheral level of the human visual system comprise a 
nonlinear function, which converts light intensity into neural signals and a bandpass 
filter. The bandpass filter has been characterized with a maximum spatial frequency 
response in the range of 5 to 10 cycles per degree (Reference [1]). The central level is the 
portion of the human brain that converts the neural signals into information. 
The human visual system has been characterized with several phenomena that permit 
pixel element adjustments to escape perception. These phenomena and their application 
to watermarking are described in reference [1]. They are spatial masking, spatial 
resolution, intensity resolution, intensity sensitivity and blue channel intensity. 
• Spatial masking is the phenomenon that allows additive noise to remain 
undetectable. When random noise is distributed throughout an image, the 
human visual system is most sensitive to the additive noise in homogenous 
regions of the image and less sensitive to noise that is distributed in regions of 
high contrast or high spatial frequency. This characteristic provides a 
watermark algorithm with the capability to obtain a large pixel element 
intensity adjustment around regions that contain a boundary. In addition a 
watermark algorithm should avoid large pixel element adjustments in 
homogenous regions. 
• Spatial resolution is the phenomenon that characterizes the effect that isolated 
pixels in an image can be altered without being perceived. For watermarking 
this means adjusting isolated pixels will result in high frequency noise which 
the human visual system is not as sensitive in comparison to lower 
frequencies. A watermark algorithm that specifically exploits this 
characteristic has to be cautious when low pass filtering is applied to a 
watermarked image. A low pass filter may affect the image to the extent that 
recovery of the watermark could be difficult. 
• Intensity resolution is the characteristic of the human visual system that does 
not perceive the change in intensity of a pixel element in an image. This 
characteristic requires a watermark algorithm to adjust the lower order bits of 
the host image in order to remain undetectable. 
• Intensity sensitivity is an attribute that relates the magnitude of adjustment in 
pixel element intensity as a function that is proportional to the intensity of the 
surrounding pixel elements. As a result the amount of undetectable pixel 
element adjustment is greater in the bright region of the gray scale than in the 
dark region. This characteristic affords a watermark algorithm to apply a pixel 
element intensity adjustment larger in the bright regions of the image and less 
in comparison to the dark regions. 
• Blue channel intensity is the phenomenon that results from the human visual 
system due to the anatomy of the eye. The elements of the eye that converts 
light into neural signals are the rods and cones. Rods and cones are the light 
sensitive receptors of the human visual system. The rods are primarily the 
blue light detectors for the eye. The quantity of the rods in the eye is 
significantly less than the number of cones. As a result of the ratio and 
intensity profile of rods and cones, the human visual system is less sensitive to 
changes in the blue region of the visible spectrum than changes in the longer 
wavelengths of the spectrum. For watermarking purposes, coding of the 
watermark in the blue channel provide the most resiliency to human visual 
detection. 
Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy systems are one area of expert systems that has been introduced into the 
marketplace in a variety of products and are widely prevalent in the modern commercial 
marketplace. One such product, which is very close to the subject area of this paper, is 
the camcorder. Several manufacturers, such as Sanyo and Fisher, offer fuzzy focusing 
and image stabilization. Reference [23] is a collection of image processing techniques 
that implement fuzzy logic systems. 
Fuzzy is an adjective that refers to linguistic uncertainty, as opposed to either 
probabilistic uncertainty or uncertainty associated with facts that are not known. 
Consider, for example, the word hot. Hot is a term that might describe the comfort level 
of a room. For a particular person a hot room might be measure at 86° F. Another person 
might infer that the room is hot when the temperature is 80° F. Yet a third person might 
indicate that the room is hot when the temperature reaches 92° F. However an argument 
to state that the room is cold and the heat should be turned on at any of these 
temperatures would be difficult to support. Without statistics to describe the distribution 
of data to indicate the comfort level that people might feel in the room, it is not apparent 
and becomes ambiguous to estimate where hot begins and ends. Likewise is the case for 
cold. These terms for categorizing the comfort level in a room describes a fuzzy concept 
that may be true, false or partially true. 
Difficulty arises in determining clear divisions between categories such as comfort level. 
This difficulty occurs because traditional mathematics assumes these elements are 
members of a set. This is referred to as the Law of Excluded Middle, one of the most 
basic concepts of crisp logic. From human experience, knowledge has been developed to 
understand that as the temperature changes we feel a corresponding relationship going 
from cold to hot gradually as the temperature in the room increases. In between cold and 
hot is only a partial member of comfortable. 
Fuzzy set theory discards the Law of Excluded Middle. Fuzzy sets allow objects to have 
membership values between 0 and 1. The member of a set can be a total member, partial 
member or nonmember. Using the temperature of a room, a value of 0 would indicate 
that a room is not hot and 1 would indicate that the room is a total member of the hot 
room category. A number between 0 and 1 indicates the degree to which the member is a 
part of the particular category. The logic that is applied to these classifications is referred 
to as truth functions. 
In the field of artificial intelligence there are various ways to represent knowledge. One 
way to indicate a particular behavior is by natural language expression. This can occur in 
the form of: 
If a room is hot then it is not comfortable. 
This conditional expression is commonly referred to as IF-THEN rules. Fuzzy sets and 
logical connectives of these sets can naturally represent these linguistic variables. 
In fuzzy logic there are five basic operators that support the conclusion of a conditional 
statement. These are the logic operations of A N D and OR, implication, aggregation and 
defuzzification. 
• The A N D operator that is used in the watermark algorithm proposed in this 
paper is the minimum function. This is represented by: 
x A N D y = Min(x,y) 
• The OR operator that is used in the watermark algorithm developed in this 
paper is the maximum function. The maximum function is represented by 
x OR y = Max(x,y) 
• Implication describes the relationship that X implies Y. The decision function 
that describes implication and is used in the watermark algorithm of this paper 
is the minimum operator. 
• Aggregation of rules is a fuzzy logic operator that resolves the case when 
more than one conditional statement affects the outcome. The function used in 
the proposed watermark algorithm to obtain the overall consequence from the 
individual consequences is the maximum function. 
• Defuzzification converts a fuzzy result to a crisp result. The result of this 
operation is a scalar that represents a precise quantity. The centroid method 
was used in the watermarking algorithm. The centroid method is expressed as 
[Reference [26]] 
I u(x) x dx 
j p(x) dx 
In fuzzy logic, the categories that were referred to in the room comfort example are 
membership functions. The corollary of membership functions in crisp logic is sets. 
Figure 2 represents the possible membership functions for the comfort level example. 
Input membership functions 
Temperature 
Figure 2: Comfort Level Memberships 
There are three memberships of cold, comfort and hot. This can cover various comfort 
levels of the room depending on the temperature of the room. For instance a room with a 
temperature of 70° F is considered comfort. The input for this condition is [Cold Comfort 
Hot] = [010]. However a room with a temperature of 65° F would correspond to an 
input of [Cold Comfort Hot] = [.3 .3 0]. 
These membership functions describe the input into the fuzzy inference system. Fuzzy 
rules are required to map the input vector generated by the input membership functions to 
an output. This mapping is generated by using the IF-THEN rules previously described. 
A set of fuzzy rules that would apply to controlling the comfort level of the room would 
be 
J.) If comfort level is cold then turn on the heat 
2. ) If the comfort level is comfort then no HVAC 
3. ) If the comfort level is hot then turn on AC. 
The defuzzification operator produces the output for the fuzzy inference system based on 
the fuzzy rules. 
Fibonacci Sequence 
A typical operator used in image processing for pixel shuffling is the Fibonacci sequence. 
This is a powerful mathematical sequence that enables quick linear pixel shuffling to 
occur. This scheme is widely used to produce the refresh of a computer screen. 
The Fibonacci sequence is described by the following algebraic expression: 
F(k) = F(k-1) + F(k-2) 
An example implementation of this sequence is 
0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34 ... 
The benefit of using the Fibonacci sequence arises from the random sequence that is 
generated from the modulus of two Fibonacci numbers. The expression below describes 
the random sequence: 
y = mod(i*a,b) 
where mod refers to the modulus (signed remainder after division) operator 
i is the index value of 1,2,3,4, ... 
a is the Fibonacci low factor 
b is the Fibonacci high factor 
Note: Both a and b must be factors of the Fibonacci sequence: 
F(k) = F(k-l) + F(k-2) 
The result of the modulus produces a random sequence without repeating a value of the 
sequence until the entire sequence is completed. For instance, using the Fibonacci factors 
of 13 and 21 from the above Fibonacci sequence, the one dimensional random sequence 
that is produced from the modulus of these two factors is: 
13, 5, 18, 10, 2, 15, 7, 20, 12, 4, 17, 9, 1, 14, 6, 19, 11, 3, 16, 8, 0, 13, 5, 18, 10, 2, 15, 7, 20, 12, ... 
Applying the random sequence to a two dimensional image with dimensions of 3x7 
yields: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 13 5 18 10 2 15 7 
7 8 9 1011 12 13 20 12 4 17 9 1 14 
14 15 16 17 18 1920 6 1911 3 16 8 0 
For the purpose of permutation of a watermark, the two factors of the Fibonacci sequence 
become keys to reversing the permutation. The inverse of the sequence is calculated by 
the expression: 
/ = mod(y*a,b) 
Method of Procedure 
Overview 
The results cited by Lee and Lee in Table 2 prove that their proposed method is resilient 
to a certain degree to image processing techniques that typify an accidental attack. How 
could the Lee and Lee method be improved? Is it possible to achieve quantifiably better 
performance result to these image processing techniques? 
The Lee and Lee method utilized the human visual system characteristic of intensity 
resolution to embed features of a watermark. A close examination of the results provided 
for the absolute difference between the initial pixel element intensities and the final pixel 
intensity values for the watermarked subimage reveals the success of the their 
watermarking scheme. Converting this difference matrix into a 256 gray scale equivalent 
identifies the distribution of several LSB adjustments throughout the subimage. By 
changing a few pixel elements within the subimage using an adaptive LSB approach, Lee 
and Lee were able to produce a watermark scheme effective against the accidental attack 
process. The adaptive process of the Lee and Lee method was to measure the energy of 
the pixel elements within the subimage. Based on this measure, the insertion of a 
watermark feature adaptively selected the number of pixel elements to modify and the 
amount that they are to be modified. As effective as the Lee and Lee method is, the 
questions raised earlier are still valid. The answer to that question may lie in whether or 
not the Lee and Lee method has obtained the maximum undetectable change. If other 
characteristics of the human visual system are considered in a watermarking scheme, the 
dynamic range of undetectable change should be increased and as a result the immunity 
to accidental attacks should be improved. The watermarking system proposed in this 
paper will exploit other characteristics of the human visual system and achieve to 
incorporate the remaining dynamic range into the watermark insertion process. As a 
result the proposed technique will demonstrate that a watermark algorithm predicated on 
multiple characteristics of the human visual system is more resilient to the accidental 
attack process. Additionally, if the remaining dynamic range were utilized, then the 
watermark would create considerable difficulties to a second party from inserting a 
watermark into the image and claiming ownership. Ultimately the Lee and Lee results 
will provide a benchmark to measure the watermark technique proposed by his paper. 
Background 
The human visual system is a complex system. To develop a describing function that 
models the characteristics of the human visual system would be a very daunting task. 
This might be evident in the fact that many of the watermarking papers that were 
researched as background material for this paper did not model the human visual system. 
Making use of the tools that expert systems offer would be an appropriate approach. To 
conceive a neural network scheme would be suitable for the nonlinear characteristics of 
the human visual system. However the collection of training data would be an arduous 
process. A fuzzy inference system would be a simpler implementation to use the 
characteristics of the human visual system as an advantage for watermarking. 
The first task to decide in developing a fuzzy inference system for watermarking is to 
determine whether to implement the algorithm in the spatial or frequency domain. The 
critical moment of watermarking a digital image is at the moment it is captured. To best 
facilitate the authenticating of digital material, the spatial domain was selected for the 
proposed watermarking algorithm. The spatial domain has the explicit availability of 
intensity resolution, intensity sensitivity, spatial resolution, and spatial masking to utilize. 
To base an algorithm on only one of these characteristics would limit the resiliency of a 
watermarking algorithm to accidental attacks. For instance, to utilize only the latter 
characteristic would imply embedding the features of a watermark into isolated pixels. 
This technique would introduce high frequency content into the image. High frequency 
content is easily removed by image processing. Another support to this claim is the Lee 
and Lee method, which is based only on intensity resolution. 
Intensity resolution and sensitivity are two phenomena that are easily exploitable by a 
fuzzy inference system. Several pixels would form inputs into a fuzzy inference system. 
Based on the measure of these pixel elements, a fuzzy rule system would be developed to 
form an output that would embed the features of the watermark image. The conditional 
statements of the fuzzy rules would have to be developed to account for the intensity 
resolution and sensitivity characteristics of the human visual system. 
Recall that intensity resolution is the characteristic of the human visual system that 
permits the unnoticeable change of pixel element variation. This provides some 
boundaries to the range that the pixel elements could change without being perceived. 
Reference [16] improved upon the LSB watermarking technique by adaptively adjusting 
the pixel element values based upon the energy content within a subimage block. The 
block processing technique provides resiliency to filtering techniques that are 
characteristic of accidental attacks. However Lee and Lee did not take into account the 
intensity sensitivity of the human visual system. Effectively this meant that the 
adjustment that was imposed by the Lee and Lee algorithm did not adjust the pixel 
elements to the full extent of the dynamic range that is not perceivable to the human 
visual system. Ultimately, if the remaining dynamic range was utilized, the algorithm 
should perform more effectively against the image processing techniques that are 
characteristic of the accidental attack process. 
The characteristic of intensity sensitivity informs us that the human visual system has a 
relationship between the amount of undetectable change and the intensity of the 
surrounding pixel elements. The change in pixel element intensity that is immune from 
detection by the human visual system increases proportionally with the intensity of the 
surrounding pixel elements. For watermarking, this asserts the advantage that the amount 
of adjustment is greater in darker regions of an image than the pixel elements located in 
lighter regions. The Lee and Lee method based its pixel element adjustment on the mean 
of the subimage and does not calculate the contrast or pixel element intensity that 
surrounds the subimage that is being processed into the adjustment. 
Spatial masking will be incorporated during the development of the fuzzy inference 
system. A smooth image that has a low contrast across the entire gray scale range 
provides an effective tool in determining the dynamic range to this worse case example. 
Possessing these image qualities is a 256 gray scale palette. To train the fuzzy rules and 
inference on this type of image would provide a lower limit to the effective dynamic 
range. 
Fuzzy Inference System Model 
To evaluate the inputs and the fuzzy rule set for the fuzzy inference system, a test bench 
had to be developed. To facilitate this evaluation a palette was created of the entire gray 
scale range. This palette was created with subimages that contained a low contrast in the 
subimage. This was accomplished by assigning a single quantization level of the gray 
scale to the subimage. Embedding a watermark feature into a smooth region with low 
contrast was an effective method of testing the algorithm. The spatial masking 
characteristic of the human visual system explains the human visual system's capability 
to detect pixel elements that are perturbed in homogenous regions easier than in regions 
with large contrast. The gray scale palette provided an evaluation method to pose the 
worse case scenario to the fuzzy inference system. Once the fuzzy inference system was 
deemed to be effective to this evaluation method then test images could be present to the 
fuzzy inference system. Figure 3 shows the gray scale palette that was used to evaluate 
the fuzzy inference system. Using the gray scale palette, the fuzzy inference system was 
manually trained to embed watermark features. 
Figure 3: Gray Scale Palette 
Once the fuzzy system was modeled to the three human visual system characteristics of 
intensity resolution, intensity sensitivity and spatial masking, the kids image in the 
MATLab Image Processing Toolbox was used as a verification tool. The 'kids' image is 
an ideal test to further evaluate the fuzzy inference system because of the multiple low 
contrast regions that are contained in the image. 
Watermark Algorithm 
The watermark algorithm is composed of two parts. The first part is the insertion 
algorithm. The second part is the extraction algorithm. 
Feature Insertion 
Prior to the insertion of the watermark into a host image, the watermark was permutated 
using the Fibonacci sequence. It should be noted that the Fibonacci sequence was not 
selected because it possesses an improved method to reduce the correlation between the 
watermark image and the watermarked image. The Fibonacci sequence was selected on 
the basis that it distributed the features of the watermark image throughout the dimension 
of the image uniformly. This provided some periodicity to the distribution of the 
watermark features. This periodicity is not ideal for the insertion of a watermark 
algorithm, however it is ideal for evaluating the effectiveness of the insertion capabilities 
of the fuzzy inference system. Evaluating the effectiveness of the insertion capabilities of 
the fuzzy inference system is the primary objective of this proposal. The Fibonacci 
sequence is also easily invertible to produce the original image. The Fibonacci sequence 
is also a widely accepted method for linear pixel shuffling. 
To permutate the watermark, the watermark image is converted from the two dimensional 
form to a raster image form. In the raster image form the watermark is scrambled using 
the two keys, which are factors of the Fibonacci sequence. The keys are referred to as the 
Fibonacci low factor and the Fibonacci high factor in the software source code contained 
in Appendix B. 
Figure 4 shows the original watermark image and illustrates permutation resulting from 
linear pixel shuffling. 
Once the permutation process is completed, the fuzzy inference system inputs are 
collected. A three and four input fuzzy inference system was evaluated. The inputs were 
assembled using the subimages that surrounded the subimage that was being modified to 
embed the watermark feature. Figure 5 identifies the subimages that were collected for 
W a t e r m a r k I m a g e P e r m u t a t e d W a t e r m a r k I m a g e 
Figure 4: Permutation Result 
the four input fuzzy inference system. The subimages that are assembled for inputs are 
indicated with A, B, C, and D. The insertion subimage, the subimage that is being 
modified for the watermark feature, is indicated with F. The mean of the pixel elements 
contained in the input subimages is derived. The input into the fuzzy inference system is 
the mean for each of the subimages. The inputs provide a sample of the intensity of the 
pixel elements surrounding the pixel elements in the insertion subimage. 
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Figure 5: Four Input Subimage Locations 
The three input fuzzy inference system concentrates its input sample subimages from the 
compression block dimensions. In the case where the compression block is 8 x 8 and the 
subimage dimensions for the fuzzy inputs are 4x4, the three inputs are the remaining 
subimages in the compression block. For each insertion subimage, three input subimages 
rotate through the compression block. Figure 6 identifies the location of the input 
subimages and the insertion subimage for the four possible locations. The same notation 
used in this figure was used in the four input system figure. 
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Figure 6: Variations of the Three Input Subimages 
The location and organization of these two input schemes provides two important 
features. The four input system features the capability of sampling the subimages 
contained in the surrounding compression blocks. The three input system limits the input 
subimages to only the subimages contained in the compression block. A comparison of 
the input schemes is summarized in the conclusion. 
Once the mean of the pixel element intensities for the input subimages is derived, the 
fuzzy inference system uses the mean values as input into the fuzzy inference system. 
Figure 7 shows the membership function for a particular input, i.e. A. Based on the fuzzy 
input and the fuzzy rule sets, the fuzzy inference system calculates the amount of 
adjustment that should be applied to the pixel elements of the insertion subimage. The 
amount of intensity adjustment is based on the fuzzy rule set that was derived on the gray 
scale palette. Figure 8 shows the resulting gray scale palette after the fuzzy rules were 
evaluated. It should be noted that this watermarked palette was reviewed by only a 
limited number of human visual system observers 
Figure 7: Watermark Input Membership Function 
Figure 8: Gray Palette Watermarked 
The gray scale palette proved to be a crucial tool in the evaluation of the fuzzy rule set. It 
represented a platform to evaluate the spatial masking characteristic of the human visual 
system. In the case of watermarking this palette model represented a worse case situation 
in a host image that was low contrast and smooth texture. Figure 9 identifies the dynamic 
range available to the insertion subimage across the 256 gray scale levels after manually 
manipulating the output membership function ranges of the fuzzy inference system. The 
output membership function range was modified until the watermark was no longer 
detectable. 
250 
Grayscale Level 
Figure 9: Pixel Adjustment versus 256 Gray Scale 
The resulting output membership function, PixAdj, for the fuzzy inference system is 
shown in Figure 10. 
Figure 10: Watermark Output Membership Function 
The fuzzy rules sets were developed using intuitive logic with the intent of utilizing the 
characteristics of the human visual system. These rules correlate the amount of 
adjustment to the insertion subimage with the intensity of the surrounding pixels. For 
instance when the average pixel intensities in the subimage are approximately the same 
(A « B « C « D), the fuzzy rules interprets this as a low contrast region. The adjustment 
then follows the intensity sensitivity characteristic and selects an adjustment based on the 
surround pixel element intensity. If the surrounding pixel element intensity is dark, then a 
minimum amount of adjustment is applied. In the case where the surrounding pixel 
element adjustment is bright, the maximum pixel element adjustment is applied. When 
the subimage intensities are not the same then some contrast is evident in the surrounding 
pixels. In this case the pixel element adjustments relates to the average or most dominant 
subimage intensity. For example in rule 9, a medium adjustment is applied since A = B = 
Black and C = D = White. This method of taking advantage of a high contrast region 
follows the spatial masking characteristic of the human visual system. This characteristic 
permits a large undetectable adjustment in regions with high contrast. For the four input 
systems there are 81 (= 34) fuzzy rules. This results because each input of the fuzzy 
inference system has three membership functions. The fuzzy rules for the four input 
system are: 
/. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
2. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
3. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
4. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
5. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRAY) then (PixAdj is medium) 
6. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
7. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
8. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
9. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
10. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
11. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
12. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRAY) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
13. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
14. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
15. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
16. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
17. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
18. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
19. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
20. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
21. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
22. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
23. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
24. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
25. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
26. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
27. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
28. If (A is GRAY) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
29. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
30. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
31. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
32. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
33. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
34. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
35. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
36. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
37. If (A is GRAY) and (B is GRAY) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
38. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
39. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
40. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
41. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
42. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
43. If (A is GRAY) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
44. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
45. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
46. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
47. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
48. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
49. If (A is GRAY) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
50. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
51. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
52. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
53. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
54. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
55. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is minimum) 
56. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
57. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
58. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
59. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
60. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
61. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
62. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
63. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
64. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
65. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
66. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
67. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
68. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
69. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is GRA Y) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is medium) 
70. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
71. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is medium) 
72. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
73. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
74. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is GRAY) then (PixAdj is medium) 
75. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
76. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is medium) 
77. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) and (D is GRAY) then (PixAdj is medium) 
78. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
79. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is BLACK) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
80. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is GRAY) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
81. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) and (D is WHITE) then (PixAdj is maximum) 
The variables A , B, C and D represent the mean of the four surrounding subimages. 
PixAdj is the output with the three membership functions of minimum, medium and 
maximum. 
The fuzzy rules set that supports the three input system is similar in form to the four input 
system. In this case there are 27 (= 33) rules. They are: 
/. //(A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
2. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
3. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
4. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
5. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
6. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
7. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
8. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
9. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
10. If (A is GRAY) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
11. If (A is GRAY) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRAY) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
12. If (A is GR.4 Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
13. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
14. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
15. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
16. If (A is GRAY) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
17. If (A is GR.4 Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
18. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
19. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
20. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
21. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
22. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GR.4 Y) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
23. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GR.4Y) and (C is GRAY) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
24. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GR.4 Y) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
25. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
26. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
27. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
Once the fuzzy inference system calculates the adjustment for the pixel elements of the 
insertion subimage, the watermark feature can be embedded. The process of applying the 
adjustment to the pixel elements also has significant importance in regards to the human 
visual system. It is also critical to the extraction of the watermark. The diagram in Figure 
11 illustrates how the adjustment is applied to the insertion subimage. When the mean of 
the insertion subimage is in the dark intensity region of the gray scale, the adjustment is 
subtracted from the pixel elements of the insertion subimage when the watermark feature 
is black. When the watermark feature is white, the adjustment is added to the pixel 
elements of the insertion subimage. When the mean of the insertion subimage is in the 
light intensity region of the gray scale, the adjustment is added to the pixel elements of 
the insertion subimage when the watermark feature is black. When the watermark feature 
is white, the adjustment is subtracted from the pixel elements of the insertion subimage. 
For a black watermark feature 
Adjustment is subtracted Adjustment is added 
Dark 
Region 
Gray Scale Range Light 
Region 
Mid Scale 
Adjustment is added Adjustment is subtracted 
For a white watermark feature 
Figure 11: Subimage Adjustment Application 
According to the intensity sensitivity phenomenon, the amount of undetectable variation 
to a pixel element is dependent on the intensity of the surrounding pixels. The magnitude 
of the variation is proportional and varies from a maximum at the dark regions and a 
minimum at the light regions. However the plot of Figure 9 does not correspond to this 
fact. The initial design of the output membership functions implemented the 
proportionality according to the prescribed intensity sensitivity phenomenon. However 
when evaluated against the gray scale palette, watermarks in the dark region remained 
noticeable. As a result the inverse of the intensity sensitivity function was implemented 
and Figure 9 identifies the final form of the pixel adjustment function for the fuzzy 
watermarking system. 
The diagram of Figure 12 is a block diagram representing the watermarking insertion 
algorithm. The block diagram is representative of both the four and three input 
watermarking systems. The switch located at the output of the fuzzy inference system is 
present to depict the logic that is described in Figure 11. For example, when the 
watermark feature is a black pixel and the mean of the insertion subimage F is less than 
half of the gray scale range; the switch is configured to subtract the PixAdj from the 
insertion matrix. 
To assist in the understanding and critiquing of the fuzzy watermarking, a step by step 
implementation is provided. The same subimage used in the Lee and Lee example will be 
used to represent the insertion image. 
F = 0.6266 0.6306 0.6345 0.6359 
0.6266 0.6320 0.6320 0.6280 
0.6230 0.6225 0.6225 0.6186 
0.6186 0.6186 0.6147 0.6122 
Assigning the surrounding subimages the following pixel element intensities: 
A = 0.6309 0.6348 0.6399 0. 6359 B = 0. 6420 0.6342 0.6420 0.6263 
0.6348 0.6348 0.6359 0. 6311 0. 6420 0.6342 0.6381 0.6238 
0.6351 0.6351 0.6351 0. 6311 0. 6471 0.6384 0.6305 0.6227 
0.6390 0.6381 0.6351 0. 6314 0 6501 0.6423 0.6266 0.6257 
C = 0.6122 0.6083 0.6083 0. 6201 D = 0. 6397 0.6231 0.6164 0.6204 
0.6122 0.6083 0.6122 0. 6240 0. 6231 0.6153 0.6086 0.6164 
0.6113 0.6113 0.6153 0. 6231 0. 6243 0.6125 0.6086 0.6164 
0.6113 0.6113 0.6192 0. 6231 0. 6321 0.6204 0.6164 0.6164 
1. ) Calculating the mean for the subimages produces 
E[A] = 0.6349 " E[B]= 0.6354 
E[C] = 0.6145 E[D] = 0.6194 
E[F] = 0.6248 
2. ) The input vector [E[A] E[B] E[C] E[D]] applies to fuzzy rules 41, 42, 44, 45, 50, 51, 53, 
54, 68, 69, 71, 72, 77, 78, 80 and 81. Through implication and aggregation the PixAdj 
results in a value of 0.0061. Note that fuzzy rules that were applied related to the inputs 
with the membership functions of WHITE and G R A Y . 
4.) Since the mean of the insertion image is greater than half the gray scale range and the 
watermark feature is a black pixel, the value for the PixAdj is added to the insertion 
subimage. The final form of the insertion subimage is 
0.6339 0.6378 0.6417 0.6431 
0.6339 0.6392 0.6392 0.6353 
0.6302 0.6298 0.6298 0.6258 
0.6258 0.6258 0.6219 0.6194 
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Figure 12: Insertion Block Diagram 
Feature Extraction 
The detection of the watermark from a watermarked image comprises an extraction 
process and reversing the applied permutation. The extraction is a subimage wise 
comparison between the host image in the original form and the watermarked image. The 
size of the subimages that are compared is the ratio of the dimensions of the host image 
to the watermark image. For example, if the dimensions of the host image are 512 x 512 
and the dimensions of the watermark image are 128 x 128 then the size of the subimages 
is 4 x 4. The pixel elements of the subimages for the host image and the watermarked 
image are summed. If the mean of the intensity of the subimage for the host image is less 
than half of the gray scale range and the sum of the host image subimage is greater than 
the watermarked image then the watermark feature is assigned a black element. 
Otherwise, the watermark feature is assigned a white element. If the mean of the intensity 
of the subimage for the host image is greater than half the gray scale range and the sum of 
the host image subimage is less than the watermarked image then the watermark feature 
is assigned a black element. Otherwise, the watermark feature is assigned a white 
element. This process continues until all of the subimages have been evaluated and a 
vector is formed. 
The vector represents the watermark image in raster form. The inverse of the permutation 
scheme is applied to the raster image. Once the permutation is inverted, the raster image 
is converted into the two dimensional image. 
Results 
Accidental Attack Evaluation 
The fuzzy watermarking algorithm was evaluated using several image processing 
operations that are typical of an accidental attack process. These are lossy image 
compression using the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard, filtering using 
low pass and median filters, and image resizing. To insure that the fuzzy watermarking 
algorithm was not constrained to a specific image type, an assortment of digital images 
were used to evaluate the algorithm. The watermarked image and the extracted 
watermark that was not exposed to any image processing techniques are presented in 
Figure 35 through Figure 70 in Appendix A. 
The test images were classified according to the different type of images that are defined 
in Reference [27]. According to Woods and Gonzalez, there are four basic types of 
images. They are dark, bright, low contrast and high contrast. The image type is defined 
by the distribution of the pixel element intensities. A dark image has a distribution of 
pixel element intensities that are predominantly in the dark (black) region of the gray 
scale range. Conversely a bright image has pixel element intensities in the bright (white) 
region of the gray scale range. A low contrast image type is defined by a histogram that 
has a narrow shape, which identifies a narrow dynamic range. A high contrast image has 
a significant distribution throughout the gray scale range, which identifies a wide 
dynamic range for the pixel element intensities in the image. Using this criteria, the 36 
digital still images used to test the fuzzy watermark algorithm were classified into five 
groups: low contrast dark, low contrast bright, low contrast Bright/Dark, high contrast 
dark, and high contrast bright. Table 3 presents the classification of the test images and 
references the respective figures for the watermarked image with the extracted watermark 
and the histogram for the test image prior to the watermark process. 
The dimensions of the host images that were evaluated are 512 x 512 with 256 gray 
levels. The watermark is the RIT insignia that is shown in Figure 4 with image 
dimensions of 128 x 128. The ratio of the host image to the watermark image results in 
subimage dimensions of 4x4 for the input subimages and insertion subimage. The 
benchmarks that were collected for these image processing operations were compared 
with the results cited by Lee and Lee in Reference [16]. Lee and Lee used the same Lena 
image as the host image and the dimensions of the watermark images are identical. 
To obtain a measure of accuracy in extracting the watermark from the processed image, 
the normalized cross correlation cited in reference [20] was used. This method of 
normalized cross correlation compares the unpermutated watermark, W, with the 
unpermutated-extracted watermark, W. The expression for the normalized cross 
correlation is 
1,1/ »',,,/('•, 
NC = —- --
where / and j represent the pixel elements at location / and j 
Lee and Lee also based their similarity comparison on this normalized cross correlation 
method. 
Image/Type Watermarked 
Figure 
Histogram Figure 
Low Contrast Bright (LCB) 
Bird 11mage Figure 38 Figure 91 
Lindsey Image Figure 50 Figure 103 
Ice Flow Image Figure 56 Figure 109 
Lamp Image Figure 59 Figure 112 
Mule Train Image Figure 60 Figure 113 
Low Contrast Dark (LCD) 
Arc de Triomphe Image Figure 35 Figure 88 
Bird 3 Image Figure 39 Figure 92 
Bird 8 Image Figure 40 Figure 93 
C5 Image Figure 44 Figure 97 
Cow Rainbow Image Figure 45 Figure 98 
| Corn Image Figure 48 Figure 101 
Bill & Ash Image Figure 49 Figure 102 
Flag Image Figure 53 Figure 106 
Graves Image Figure 55 Figure 108 
Night Plane Image Figure 61 Figure 114 
Trees 2 Image Figure 65 Figure 65 ! 
Low Contrast Bright/Dark (LCBD) 
Air Balloons Image Figure 36 Figure 89 
Canal picture Figure 37 Figure 90 
Bird 9 Image Figure 41 Figure 94 
Peppers Image Figure 63 Figure 116 
Trees 1 Image Figure 64 Figure 117 
Kids Image Figure 70 Figure 121 
High Contrast Dark (HCD) 
| Cacti Image Figure 43 Figure 96 
Crater Lake Image Figure 46 Figure 99 
Flower Hill Image Figure 54 Figure 107 
Koala Image Figure 57 Figure 110 
NYC Image Figure 62 Figure 115 
Water Image Figure 66 Figure 119 
Yellow Leaves Image Figure 67 Figure 120 
High Contrast (HC) 
Figure 42 Figure 95 
\ Crow Image Figure 47 Figure 100 
Gang Image Figure 51 Figure 104 
Falls Image Figure 52 Figure 105 
Kodak Bus Image Figure 58 Figure 111 
Barbara Image Figure 69 Figure 122 
Lena Image Figure 68 Figure 123 
Table 3: Test Images Classification and Watermark Results 
Image Compression 
The image compression tests comprise a quality factor compression range of 94.65% to 
42%. Table 4 presents the average normalized cross correlation for each image 
classification for the JPEG compression test. The results for the 3 Input (31) Fuzzy 
Watermark and the 4 Input (41) Fuzzy Watermark are provided in neighboring rows. Also 
provide in the last row of the table are the results that Lee and Lee claimed for the same 
JPEG compression test performed on Figure 68. The authors derived normalized cross 
correlation over the JPEG quality factor compression range of 94.65% to 85.61%. Note 
where Lee and Lee did not provide any claims for a specific quality factor, a 'n/a' is 
entered in the table. In Appendix A samples of the watermarked image subjected to the 
image compression and the resulting extracted watermark are provided in Figure 71 
through Figure 84. Figure 21 and Figure 22 also includes the results that Lee and Lee 
published for the Lena image. The plots for the 3 and 4 Input Fuzzy Watermark Systems 
results for each of the images classes are provided in Figure 13 through Figure 22. 
image 
Type 
JHbCi Quality Factor Compression 
94.65 93.67 9273 91.92 90.37 88.84 85.61 8200 76.00 71.00 67.00 59.00 51.00 4200 
3I:LCB 0.9997 0.9995*0.9992 0.9983 0.9585 0.9975 0.9959 0,9935 0.98/7 0.9844 0.9757 0.9593 0.9361 0.9042 
41: LCB 0.99S6 0.9996 0.9992 0.9989 0.9987 0.9979 0.9969 0.9955 0.9911 0.9883 0.9820 0.9678 0.94® 0.9131 
31: LCD ami/ u.yyt& o.yyi/ w i o.yyuu u.y/aB umi U.<M, o.yo/y l i r a (j.aiaj uv/yy UAHS 
41: LCD 0.9937 0.9926 0.9918 0.9915 0.9903 0.9867 0.9801 0.9712 0.9400 0.9144 0.8942 0.8241 0.7911 0.7542 
3KIJUHU y.(M) a m M I o.\m USSJ (UBKJ o.tma w / u.{2S7 ares a r a o.ra4 
4l:LUdU 0.9943 0.9938 0.9934 0.9934 0.9932 0.9920 0.9892 0.9860 0.9/02 U.yt>48 0.9392 0.9085 0.8760 0.8405 
3I:H(JU uyybb u.yyyy u.yyui u.yy// 0.SB3B 09/43 0.*^ u.y42i OWJ u.ayy-i o.tyyb U./UUB u./b&> UVIHU 
41: HUD 0.9957 0.9932 0.9900 0.9879 0.9840 0.9753 0.9602 0.9453 0.9068 08800 0.8490 0.8073 0.7694 0.7355 
31* hC* o.yyB4 u.gy42 ayjMi WA ayyus aanw o.yre awn o.y448 u.y24s UOT O.OTB a i ro arou 
41: HC 0.9958 0.9932 0.9918 0.9599 0.9892 0.9858 0.9791 0.9715 0.9488 0.9306 0.9135 0.8858 0.8551 0.8216 
Lee&Lee 0.9998 0.9980 0.9929 0.9892 0.9618 0.93b6 0.9103 rVa n/a rVa n/a rVa n/a n/a 
Table 4: JPEG Compression Results 
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Figure 13: Image Compression Results for 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast Bight Image 
Types 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n Results on Low Contrast Bright Image Types (4 Input) 
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Figure 15: Image Compression Results for 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast Dark Image 
Types 
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Figure 17: Image Compression Results for 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast Bright/Dark 
Image Types 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n R e s u l t s on Low C o n t r a s t B r igh t /Dark Image T y p e s (4 Input) 
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Figure 19: Image Compression Results for 3 Input Fuzzy System and High Contrast Dark Image 
Types 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n R e s u l t s on High C o n t r a s t Dark Image T y p e s {4 Input) 
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Figure 21: Image Compression Results for 3 Input Fuzzy System and High Contrast Image Types 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n R e s u l t s on High C o n t r a s t Image T y p e s (4 Input) 
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Image Filtering 
In this portion of accidental attack evaluation, image filtering was applied to the 
watermarked image. Two filter types were evaluated: low pass and median filters. The 
low pass filter performed a neighborhood averaging operation for a mask size of 3x3. The 
median filter also used a mask size of 3x3. The configuration of the filtering schemes 
used by Lee and Lee were the same. Table 6 provides the results for the 3 and 4 Input 
Fuzzy Watermarking algorithm for the filtering operations. The numbers in the shaded 
row for each image class is the average normalized cross correlation for each filter 
operation. Table 5 provides the results published by Lee and Lee for the same filtering 
operations. Figure 85 and Figure 86 in Appendix A provide a sample of the image plots 
that resulted from the filtering evaluation. 
Image Processing Operation Normalized Cross Correlation 
Low pass Filtering .9658 
Median Filtering .8879 
Resampling .9891 
Requantization .9475 
Table 5: Accidental Attack Result on Lee and Lee Algorithm 
Image/Type 3 Input huzzy Watermark 4 Input huzzy Watermark 
Low Pass Median Resample Low Pass Median Resample 
Low contrast Bright 0.7740 0.8792 0.8525 0.7742 0.8805 0.8535 
Bird 11mage 0.8354 T§729 0.9064 0.8365 0.8762 0.9084 Lindsey Image 0.9000 0.9464 0.9570 0.9011 0.9461 0.9584 
Ice Flow Image 0.5717 0.7402 0.6840 0.5717 0.7393 0.6820 
Lamp Image 0.9030 0.9922 0.9531 0.9014 0.9936 0.9525 
Mule Train Image 0.6597 0.8446 0.7619 0.6602 0.8472 0.7661 
L O W contrast uarK 0.7384 U.8346 0.8305 U.743U U.H4U5 0.8353 
Arc de Triomphe Image T 8 5 3 6 0.8838 0.8930 0.8553 0.8874 0.8952 
Bird 3 Image 0.6424 0.7256 0.7910 0.6510 0.7388 0.8022 
Bird 8 Image 0.6717 0.7566 0.7902 0.6812 0.7673 0.7988 
C5 Image 0.8076 0.8760 0.8603 0.8087 0.8811 0.8617 
Cow Rainbow Image 0.7892 0.8359 0.8394 0.7941 0.8380 0.8423 
Corn Image 0.6384 0.7930 0.7631 0.6443 0.8002 0.7684 
Bill & Ash Image 0.8229 0.8908 0.9081 0.8276 0.8944 0.9123 
Flag Image 0.6505 0.7871 0.7692 0.6600 0.7994 0.7745 
Graves Image 0.7927 0.8885 0.8623 0.7941 0.8908 0.8662 
Night Plane Image 0.8343 0.9324 0.8977 0.8354 0.9355 0.9005 
Trees 2 Image 0.6194 0.8111 0.7609 0.6213 0.8131 0.7663 
L O W contrast Bright/Dark 0.7538 O.B437 0.8850 0.7581 U.8506 0.8705 
Air Balloons Image ^ . 8 7 7 1 0.8952 0.9123 0.8785 0.8994 0.9137 
Canal picture 0.7063 0.7910 0.8153 0.7128 0.7997 0.8203 
Bird 9 Image 0.6588 0.8128 0.8379 0.6636 0.8170 0.8449 
Peppers Image 0.7543 0.8722 0.8807 0.7580 0.8813 0.8861 
Trees 1 Image 0.6935 0.8338 0.8111 0.6982 0.8399 0.8195 
Kids Image 0.8326 0.8572 0.9324 0.8377 0.8664 0.9383 
High Contrast Dark 0.6285 0.7773 0.7264 0.6337 0.7842 0.7335 
Cacti Image 0.5280 0.7035 0.6578 0.5359 0.7133 0.6648 
Crater Lake Image 0.6650 0.7583 0.7307 0.6697 0.7617 0.7362 
Flowerhill Image 0.5514 0.7932 0.6308 0.5556 0.7965 0.6364 
Koala Image 0.6359 0.7636 0.7809 0.6412 0.7754 0.7885 
NYC Image 0.6496 0.7631 0.7069 0.6538 0.7681 0.7119 
Water Image 0.7253 0.8807 0.8050 0.7290 0.8835 0.8100 
Yellow Leaves Image 0.6443 0.7784 0.7726 0.6505 0.7910 0.7868 
Hign Contrast 0.B825 0.7950 0.7860 U.68B7 0.8023 0.7932 " 
Burano Image 0.6403 0.7778 0.7215 0.6437 o.782o 0.7257 
Crow Image 0.5253 0.7116 0.6687 0.5309 0.7239 0.6808 
Gang Image 0.7885 0.8695 0.8874 0.7902 0.8751 0.8888 
Falls Image 0.6267 0.7259 0.7365 0.6281 0.7293 0.7424 
Kodak Bus Image 0.6689 0.7969 0.7550 0.6723 0.8061 0.7639 
Barbara Image 0.7340 0.7921 0.8338 0.7429 0.8027 0.8424 
Lena Image 0.7938 0.8916 0.8991 0.7985 0.8969 0.9084 
Table 6: Accidental Attack Evaluation Summary 
Image Resampling 
In this portion of accidental attack evaluation, image resampling was applied to the 
watermarked image. The image resampling applied the same operation as Lee and Lee 
performed. The watermarked image was scaled to the % of its original size and then 
resampled to its initial size. Bicubic interpolation was used for each phase of the 
resampling. Table 6 provides the results for the 3 and 4 Input Fuzzy Watermarking 
algorithm for the resampling operations. The numbers in the shaded row for each image 
class is the average normalized cross correlation for the image resampling operation. 
Table 5 provides the results published by Lee and Lee for the resampling operation. 
Figure 87 in Appendix A provides a sample image plot that resulted for this accidental 
attack evaluation. 
Watermarking Optimization 
During the accidental attack evaluation of the fuzzy watermarking system, it was realized 
that training the fuzzy system on the gray palette was a conservative training tool; 
however this approach inhibited the algorithm from obtaining the maximum undetectable 
pixel element adjustment in image regions with varying texture. This was discovered by 
empirically increasing the output range of Figure 9 and determining through visual 
inspection whether the increase in the pixel element adjustment was noticeable. For 
instance the fuzzy system that was trained on the gray palette was ideal for images that 
contained a horizon foreground such as in Figure 35, Figure 36, Figure 45, Figure 53, 
Figure 54 and Figure 55. Other examples of images in the evaluation set that contained 
smooth regions are the water scenery of Figure 46 and Figure 62, the surface area of the 
planes in Figure 44 and Figure 61, and the flat white wall of Figure 59. Yet in regions 
with coarse texture, the maximum unnoticeable pixel adjustment was not achieved. It was 
observed during these experiments there existed some degree in the texture of the image 
or regions contained in the image that was not as sensitive as the images previously cited. 
For instance in Figure 38 the sand background can hardly be considered coarse however 
its grainy content makes it appear slightly less smooth than the regions in the previously 
cited images. 
An intense review of technical papers in the area of the human visual system did not 
relate texture of any image as a perceptual hole of the human visual system. The slight 
grainy texture of Figure 38 identifies that some sensitivity is present, the correlation is 
weak to the extent that it would be difficult to model. As a result the effort to characterize 
this feature would have been difficult, and since the objective here was to create a 
watermarking system based on known perceptual holes, this task was determined to be 
beyond the scope of this objective. However the appearance of the sensitivity to texture 
could not be ignored and realized the opportunity to optimize the fuzzy watermarking 
system by excluding images that contained regions with significantly smooth regions. As 
a result the following 12 of the 36 test images were removed: Figure 35, Figure 36, 
Figure 44, Figure 45, Figure 46, Figure 50, Figure 53, Figure 54, Figure 55, Figure 59, 
Figure 61 and Figure 62. Aside from Figure 38 note the inclusion of several images that 
contain regions with a slight degree of smoothness quality such as Figure 63 and Figure 
70. These remained in the set of evaluation images because their slightly smooth texture 
was not as significantly smooth in texture as the images that were excluded. The final 24 
images that were evaluated contained a nearly equal distribution of the five classes of 
images initially evaluated. The final evaluation set was specifically chosen to 
demonstrate that image contrast or the distribution of pixel element intensity was not 
limiting factor for the optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. 
Development of the Optimized Fuzzy Watermarking System 
The development of the optimized fuzzy watermarking system comprises several 
iterations of modifying the output membership functions and the rule sets of the palette 
trained fuzzy watermarking system. The modification to these parts of the fuzzy 
inference system was based on the objective of achieving the best empirical results for 
typical image processing techniques associated with accidental attack and obtaining the 
maximum pixel adjustment as determined by visual inspection of the watermarked image. 
The most significant change in the output membership functions from the palette trained 
to the optimized fuzzy inference system is the range. The optimized range for the pixel 
element adjustment increased by approximately by two from the palette trained. The final 
version of the output membership function is found in Figure 23. 
The fuzzy rule set was also significantly modified. It was determined that arranging the 
fuzzy rules to provide a minimum pixel adjustment for the gray pixel element intensities, 
maximum pixel adjustment for the black pixel element intensities, and medium pixel 
adjustment for the white pixel element intensities achieved the best empirical results for 
the accidental attack. Both the three and four input fuzzy watermarking algorithms had 
the same methodology applied. The fuzzy rules for the three input algorithm are: 
1. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
2. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
3. If (A is BLACK) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
4. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
5. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
6. If (A is BLACK) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
7. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
8. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
O p t i m i z e d O u t p i b e r s h i p (unc t ions for P i x A d j 
Figure 23: Optimized Watermark Output Membership Function 
9. If (A is BLACK) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
10. If (A is GRAY) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
11. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
12. If (A is GRAY) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
13. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
14. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is GRA Y) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
15. If (A is GRAY) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
16. If (A is GRAY) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
17. If (A is GRA Y) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
18. If (A is GRAY) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
19. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Maximum) 
20. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is GRA Y) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
21. If (A is WHITE) and (B is BLACK) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
22. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
23. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is GRAY) then (PixAdj is Minimum) 
24. If (A is WHITE) and (B is GRAY) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
25. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is BLACK) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
26. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is GRAY) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
27. If (A is WHITE) and (B is WHITE) and (C is WHITE) then (PixAdj is Medium) 
To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the impact of the modifications to the output 
membership function and rule set, Figure 24 compares the pixel adjustment versus 256 
gray scale for both the palette trained and optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. 
Figure 24: Pixel Adjustment versus 256 Gray Scale Comparison 
When comparing the palette trained and optimized pixel adjustment results in Figure 24 it 
might be observed that a contradiction may exist with the human visual system 
characteristic of intensity sensitivity. This would be evident in the optimized pixel 
adjustment plot where the amount of adjustment to the light intensities is less than the 
dark pixel adjustment. The human visual system characteristic of intensity sensitivity 
states that the amount of undetectable pixel element adjustment is directly proportional to 
intensity. The plot of the palette trained pixel adjustment conforms to this human visual 
system characteristic. The fact that the dark pixel element receives a larger adjustment 
than the light pixel element does not discount the human visual system characteristics of 
intensity sensitivity. The result of the pixel adjustment for the optimized fuzzy 
watermarking system is more likely a phenomenon related to the characteristic associated 
with the selected images. This claim is supported by a visual inspection that was 
performed on the gray scale palette that was watermarked by the optimized fuzzy 
watermarking algorithm. The pixels adjusted in the dark region were more noticeable 
than the pixel elements adjusted in the light region of the gray scale palette. 
Image Compression 
The image compression test performed for the palette trained fuzzy watermarking 
algorithm was repeated for the optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. Figure 25 
through Figure 34 provide the results for the 3 and 4 input fuzzy watermarking systems. 
Figure 33 and Figure 34 also includes the results that Lee and Lee published for the Lena 
image. Table 7 presents the average normalized cross correlation for each image 
classification for the JPEG compression test. The results for the 3 Input (31) Fuzzy 
Watermark and the 4 Input (41) Fuzzy Watermark are provided in neighboring rows. Also 
provide in the last row of the table are the results that Lee and Lee claimed for the same 
JPEG compression test performed on Figure 68. 
Image 
Type 
JHtCj Quality Factor Corrpression 
94.65 93.67 9273 91.92 90.37 88.84 85.61 8200 76.00 71.00 67.00 59.00 51.00 4200 
3: LIS 1.0000 0.9998 0.9997 0.9996 0.9996 0.9993 09984 0.9973 0.9943 0.9917 0.9B53 0,9691 0.9450 0.9153 
4J:LCB 110000 0.9998 0.9997"0.999? 0.9934 013994 0.9963 0.9971 09942 0D912 0,9844 0.9576 0.9439 09136 
31: LCD 0.9877 u W i u.yyby M I usue u.9B4i USSM uyt^a u.y/ui u.y/fcv u.y/rjfj U M 0.9351 
41: LCD 0.9877 0.9872 0.9859 0.9861 0,9845 0.9841 0.9824 0.9827 0.9778 0.9768 0.9758 0.9649 0.9502 0.9326 
a:UJUU &ms O.TO (MM* a.m\ u.§s4B m& am* u,w o .y^ uygio aytja> nvm cyaso OLMS 
41: LOU 0.9958 0.9955 0.9945 0.9960 09948 0.9942 0.9940 0.9938 09922 0.9908 0.98B1 0.9632 O9410 
3I:HUU uyyay u.yyy/ o.yyyi o.yy^ u.yy/B o.yy/b o.yyfcsy u.yybB u.yyib u.yti/4 09&29 o.yMi u.ybiM M8& 
4I:HCD 0.9989 0.9986 0.9982 0.9981 0.9978 0.9975 0.9968 0.9959 0.9903 0.9873 0.9818 0.9643 0.9485 0.9240 
31: HU v.msi u.9Mi o.(M) o . ^ o.yy3B nium \ivm D O T UIMS auro o.y*jy 
41: HC 0.9958 0.9932 09918 0.9899 0.9892 0.9866 09791 0.9715 0.9458 0.9306\0.9435 0.8858 0.8551 0.8216 
Lee&Lee 0.9998 0.9980 0.9929 0.9892 0.9518 0.9355 0.9103 rVa rVa rVa rva rVa n/a n/a 
Table 7: JPEG Compression Results for Optimized Algorithm 
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Figure 25: Image Compression Results for Optimized 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast 
Bright Image Type 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n R e s u l t s on L o w C o n t r a s t Br ight Image T y p e s (4 Input) 
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Figure 27: Image Compression Results for Optimized 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast Dark 
Image Type 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n Resul ts on Low Cont ras t Dark Image Types (4 Input) 
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Figure 29: Image Compression Results for Optimized 3 Input Fuzzy System and Low Contrast 
Bright/Dark Image Type 
Image C o m p r e s s i o n R e s u l t s on L o w C o n t r a s t B r i g h t / D a r k Image T y p e s (4 Input) 
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Figure 31: Image Compression Results for Optimized 3 Input Fuzzy System and High Contrast Dark 
Image Type 
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Figure 33: Image Compression Results for Optimized 3 Input Fuzzy System and High Contrast 
Image Type 
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Figure 34: Image Compression Results for Optimized 4 Input Fuzzy System and High Contrast 
Image Type 
Image Filtering 
The image filtering tests performed for the palette trained fuzzy watermarking algorithm 
was repeated for the optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. Table 8 provides the 
results for the 3 and 4 input fuzzy watermarking algorithm for the filtering operations. 
The numbers in the shaded row for each image class is the average normalized cross 
correlation for each filter operation. 
Image Resampling 
The image resampling tests performed for the palette trained fuzzy watermarking 
algorithm was repeated for the optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. Table 8 
provides the results for the 3 and 4 input optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm for the 
filtering operations. The numbers in the shaded row for each image class is the average 
normalized cross correlation for the image resampling operation. 
Image/Type 3 Inpu t Fuzzy W atermark 4 Inpu t huzzy Watermark 
Low Pass Median Resample Low Pass Median Resample 
LOW contrast Bright 0.7198 0.8485 0.8154 0.7163 0.8432 0.8115 
Bird 1 Image 0.8592 119028 0.9226 0.8578 0.8 "99 7 0.9198 
Ice Flow Image 0.6038 0.7703 0.7251 0.5999 0.7647 0.7231 
Mule Train Image 0.6963 0.8723 0.7985 0.6913 0.8650 0.7916 
Low contrast Dark 0.7731 0.8699 U.B775 0.7679 U.U64G U.8713 
Bird 3 Image 0.7618 0.8617 0 9212 07762 0.8555 0.9167 
Bird 8 Image 0.7427 0.8122 0.8455 0.7374 0.8041 0.8405 
Corn Image 0.7312 0.8564 0.8416 0.7234 0.8522 0.8329 
Bill & Ash Image 0.9064 0.9519 0.9612 0.9033 0.9489 0.9573 
Trees 2 Image 0.7036 0.8675 0.8179 0.6991 0.8620 0.8089 
Low contrast Bright/Dark 0.8073 o.ttsae O'JiOS 0.8010 U.B920 0.9028 
Canal picture 0.7558 0.8539 0.8698 0.7505 0.8416 0.8586 
Bird 9 Image 0.7402 0.8762 0.8947 0.7307 0.8648 0.8863 
Peppers Image 0.8402 0.9445 0.9275 0.8288 0.9371 0.9178 
Trees 1 Image 0.8089 0.9089 0.8969 0.8050 0.9056 0.8896 
Kids Image 0.8947 0.9148 0.9640 0.8899 0.9111 0.9614 
Hign contrast Dark 0.7340 0.11493 0.8419 0.72(50 0.H431 U.8335 
Cacti Image 0.6101 0.7590 0.7293 0.6026 0.7508 0.7164 
Koala Image 0.7790 0.8754 0.9019 0.7717 0.8678 0.8902 
Water Image 0.8019 0.9084 0.8636 0.7972 0.9075 0.8620 
Yellow Leaves Image 0.7449 0.8544 0.8726 0.7326 0.8463 0.8653 
mgn contrast U.74ZZ 0.8530 0.8445 U.73B2 U.8459 U.83/3 
Burano Image 0.6806 0.8244 0.7781 0.6754 0.8183 0.7687 
Crow Image 0.5839 0.7869 0.7609 0.5769 0.7735 0.7454 
Gang Image 0.8460 0.9204 0.9246 0.8424 0.9167 0.9220 
Falls Image 0.6709 0.7776 0.7896 0.6669 0.7692 0.7840 
Kodak Bus Image 0.7457 0.8623 0.8304 0.7388 0.8555 0.8237 
Barbara Image 0.8178 0.8606 0.8896 0.8103 0.8525 0.8829 
Lena Image 0.8505 0.9391 0.9385 0.8430 0.9355 0.9341 
Conclusion 
The complexities of the human visual system should not be ignored when developing an 
image processing method. The basis of watermarking is to embed extractable features to 
a digital image for ownership claims with the necessary constraint that the watermark 
features are undetectable to the human visual system. The exploitation of the human 
visual system becomes a critical parameter in the design of a watermark algorithm. The 
comparison of the fuzzy inference watermarking systems with the Lee and Lee 
watermarking method illustrates that a watermarking scheme that is designed to exploit 
multiple human visual system characteristics will improve its resiliency to accidental 
attacks. 
This resiliency to accidental attacks was evident in the results obtained for the image 
processing application of JPEG compression. In the palette trained fuzzy algorithm the 
algorithm yielded the least effective to the high contrast dark image class. This is based 
on comparing the average normalized cross correlation. The high contrast dark image 
class had the lowest correlation for both the 3 and 4 input watermarking systems. This 
result however is contributed primarily by the correlation received for the image in 
Figure 54. The histogram in Figure 107, which corresponds to image in Figure 54, 
identifies that a approximately 25% of the pixel element intensities are distributed in the 
extreme dark region (< . 1) of the gray scale range. As a result the watermark algorithm is 
limited by the amount of adjustment that can be obtained in the image. When image 
compression is applied, the difficulty to extract the watermark increases with the quality 
factor. These two factors combine to justify the correlation results achieved for this 
image. The results achieved for the optimized fuzzy watermarked improved considerably 
for the high and low contrast dark image classes. The percent improvement for the 
optimized fuzzy watermark is provided in Table 9. Note that this improvement is 
attributed primarily to the extreme dark regions contained in these images. The palette 
trained fuzzy watermark did not perform as well as the optimized fuzzy watermark. With 
the removal of the smooth texture images, the plot in Figure 24 shows that the pixel 
adjustment for black subimages was nearly 3 times greater in the optimized fuzzy 
watermarking algorithm than the palette trained watermarking algorithm. 
The filtering and resampling results achieved for the palette trained watermark algorithm 
were satisfactory, except in the case of low pass filtering. The lowest average normalized 
cross correlation for the median filter and resampling was approximately .84 for the low 
contrast images. The high contrast images, which are more significantly effected by the 
filtering and resampling operation, achieved slightly less normalized cross correlation 
results for these image processing operation. The correlation results for the low pass 
filtering operation were not as good as expected. The poor performance is basically 
attributed to the block insertion architecture that was employed. The Lee and Lee 
watermarking method implemented an insertion scheme that achieved slightly better 
results when comparing the results for Figure 68. The optimized fuzzy watermark was 
able to achieve significantly improved normalized cross correlation. The percent 
improvement for the optimized fuzzy watermark is provided in Table 10. This 
improvement is attributed to the increased pixel adjustment that was achieved in the 
optimized fuzzy watermarking algorithm. Increasing the pixel adjustment proved critical 
to the resiliency against these decimation processes. 
Image 
Type 
JFH3 Qjality Factor Compression 
9465 93.67 9273 91.92 90.37 8184 85.61 8200 76.00 71.00 67.00 59.00 51.00 4200 
3I:LC8 u.0% 0.0% 0.1% a m ai% \m> 0.3% 0.4% a7% 0.7% 1.0% 1.0% ag% 12% 
ttLUS 0.0% ao% ai% 0.1% 0.1% U2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% a3% Q3% 0.0% -02% 0.1% 
3: LCD -U.6% -0,5% W/o -0.b% -U.b% - U » 0.4% 1.5% 4.7% 7.5% 10"3%"18.8% 222% 25.9% 
4: LCD -0.6% -U.b% 4).6% -0.6% -0.6% -0.3% 0.2% 1.2% 4.0% 6.8% 9.1% 1/.1% 20.1% 23.6% 
& L I H J uz/o uz/o ui~/o U27o U2% iX'M Ufe% 1.0% 4.0% 6.4% $M 11.8% 14.1% 
41: LLUJ 01% 0.2% 01% 0.2% 05% Q2% 0.5% 0b% 23% 38% 52% 78% 10.0% 120% 
0.3% U.6% 08% 1.1% 1.4% 24% 4 % b./% 10.b% 1116% 17.b% 22.1% 2o.2% '&'M 
41: HUD 0.3% 0.5% 0.8% 1.0% 1.4% 23% 38% 54% 92% 122% 15.6% 19.4% 23.3% 25.5% 
3KHC u.u% uzyo u z » U4% 0.13% U.b% 1.0% 42% &2% 8.4% 1U.67o 14.^0 
* HC 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Table 9: Percent improvement realized by the optimized fuzzy watermark algorithm for compression 
image/ lype 3 input huzzy Watermark 
Low Pass Median Resample 
4 input huzzy watermark 
Low Pass Median Resample 
Low contrast bright 4.4/% 3b/% 399% 3.89% 276% 3.31% 
Low Contrast Dark 4.70% 4.23% 5.66% 3.35% 2.86% 4.30% 
Low Contrast BnghtiUark 7.18% 6.63% 5.27% 5.65% 4.87% 3.71% 
High contrast Dark" 16.78% 9.27% 15.90% 14.57% 7.51% 13.62% 
High contrast 8.75% 7.29% 7.45% 7.22% 5.44% 5.56% 
Table 10: Percent improvement realized by the optimized fuzzy watermark algorithm 
The Lee and Lee watermarking method proposed pixel element modification in an 
adaptive approach. The scheme adjusted the pixels elements contained within the 
subimage based on the contrast within the subimage boundary. According to the contrast 
the pixel elements in the subimage were shifted to one of two locations within the 
distribution of the pixel elements. The shifting of the pixel elements in this manner 
reduced the additive high frequency typical of spatial insertion methods. This proved to 
be advantageous when the Lee and Lee watermarked image was subjected to low pass 
filtering. As a result, the Lee and Lee method performed better than the fuzzy 
watermarking systems. At a minimum, the Lee and Lee watermarking scheme exploited 
the human visual system characteristic of intensity resolution. However in regions of low 
contrast the magnitude of the adjustment is relatively small. The scheme fails to utilize 
the proportionality of undetectable intensity changes with the overall intensity of the 
surrounding subimages. Furthermore, the success of the Lee and Lee scheme is 
dependent on the subimage dimensions. If the subimage size is too small then the 
distribution of the pixel elements will not provide an adequate measure of the contrast in 
the local image region. If the subimage is too large then the watermarking scheme will 
produce blocking effects in the image. The efficacy of the Lee and Lee watermarking 
algorithm is the block processing scheme. The distribution of pixel modifications among 
a subimage resulted in the robust evaluation to accidental attack process. 
The fuzzy watermarking system proved that a watermark algorithm targeted to exploit 
multiple characteristics of the human visual system is effective against the accidental 
attack process. For the palette trained and optimized algorithm, both the three and four 
input fuzzy watermarking systems proved to be superior in comparison to the Lee and 
Lee method for image compression. It was not until 51% image compression that the 
palette trained four input fuzzy inference system achieved approximately the same 
normalized cross correlation as the Lee and Lee watermark algorithm had achieved at 
89%. This relates to approximately a 2 to 1 performance increase to image compression. 
The palette trained and optimized fuzzy versions performed better than the results 
provided by Lee and Lee for median filtering. The resampling results for the fuzzy 
algorithms and Lee and Lee algorithm were comparable. The Lee and Lee watermark 
algorithm proved to be most resilient to low pass filtering. 
In all of the accidental attacks evaluated, the performance difference between the three 
and four input fuzzy watermarking algorithm was negligible. In a few individual cases 
the three input system performed slightly better. The improved performance can be 
attributed to the configuration of the three input system. The three input system shares 
among the insertion subimages common surrounding subimages in a compression block. 
The collocation of these surrounding images enabled the fuzzy inference system to 
maximize the applied pixel adjustment. The four input system spans into other 
compression blocks that surround the insertion subimage. This architecture for sampling 
the surrounding subimages extended too far from the insertion subimage to measure the 
surrounding pixel intensity. The extra distance that the four input system sampled 
enabled the three input system to yield better performance in comparison. 
The fuzzy system lends itself to different ratios of host image to watermark image 
dimensions. In this way it is not strictly dependent on the dimensions of the subimage to 
embed a watermark. However it should be noted that when the subimage dimensions are 
reduced, performance against accidental attacks are reduced. This is attributed to 
reducing the benevolence of block processing. An evaluation was performed using Figure 
68 and decreasing the subimage to a single pixel element, the resulting resiliency to JPEG 
compression was decreased to the performance of the Lee and Lee method. The 
performance against image filtering is approximately half the performance of the fuzzy 
systems implemented with 4x4 subimage dimensions. 
The watermarking system proposed in this paper proved to be a resilient watermarking 
system to help solve the ownership claim on digital images. The utilization of fuzzy logic 
assisted the integration of several characteristics of the human visual system. The 
comparison of the watermarking scheme to another spatial watermarking scheme 
demonstrated its effectiveness against the accidental attack process. Future possibilities to 
ameliorate upon the performance that is cited in this work would be to employ a textural 
segmentation to the fuzzy inference system 
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Appendix A: Image Plots 
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Figure 35: Arc de Triomphe Image 
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Figure 37: Canal Image 
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Figure 38: Bird 1 Image 
Figure 39: Bird 3 Image 
Figure 41: Bird 9 Image 
Figure 43: Cacti Image 
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Figure 45: Cow Rainbow Image 
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Figure 47: Crow Image 
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Figure 49: Bill and Ash Image 
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Figure 51: The Gang Image 
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Figure 53: Flag Image 
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Figure 55: Graves Image 
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Figure 57: Koala Image 
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Figure 59: Lamp Image 
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Figure 61: Night Plane Image 
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Figure 63: Peppers Image 
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Figure 65: Trees 2 Image 
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Figure 67: Yellow Leaves Images 
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Figure 69: Barbara Image 
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Figure 71: High Contrast Image Exposed to 94.65% Compression 
Figure 73: High Contrast Image Exposed to 92.73% Compression 
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Figure 7 5 : High Contrast Image Exposed to 9 0 . 3 7 % Compression 
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Figure 77: High Contrast Image Exposed to 85.61% Compression 
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Figure 79: High Contrast Image Exposed to 76% Compression 
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Figure 81: High Contrast Image Exposed to 67% Compression 
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Figure 83: High Contrast Image Exposed to 51% Compression 
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Figure 85: High Contrast Image Exposed to Low Pass Filtering 
Figure 87: High Contrast Image Exposed to Resampling 
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Figure 88: Arc de Triomphe Image Histogram 
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Figure 89: Air Balloons Image Histogram 
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Figure 91: Bird 1 Image Histogram 
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Figure 93: Bird 8 Image Histogram 
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Figure 95: Burano Image Histogram 
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Figure 97: C5 Image Histogram 
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Figure 99: Crater Lake Image Histogram 
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Figure 101: Corn Image Histogram 
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Figure 103: Lindsey Image Histogram 
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Figure 105: Falls Image Histogram 
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Figure 107: Flower Hill Image Histogram 
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Figure 109: Ice Flow Image Histogram 
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Figure 111: Kodak Bus Image Histogram 
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Figure 112: Lamp Image Histogram 
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Figure 113: Mule Train Image Histogram 
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Figure 115: NYC Image Histogram 
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Figure 117: Trees 1 Image Histogram 
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Figure 119: Water Image Histogram 
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Figure 120: Yellow Leaves Image Histogram 
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Figure 121: Kids Image Histogram 
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Figure 123: Lena Image Histogram 
Appendix B: Simulation Software 
Main Watermarking Algorithm and Evalution Program 
function wm_mzce(host_image,host_imagetype,vvmiJmage,wm_imagetype,TV,FISin) 
% 
% function vvrn_fuzce(host_image,host_imagetype,wm^mage,wm_imagetype,TV,FISin) 
% 
% Programmer: David Coumou 
% 
% Purpose: This program simulates a fuzzy inference system for watermark 
% extraction and insertion. The fuzzy rules set is based upon the 
% intensity resolution and intensity sensitivity of the HVS. 
% Initially this method permutates the watermark using a 
% linear pixel shuffling (LPS) routine that exploits the Fibonacci 
% characteristics. 
% 
% The arguments passed into this program are: 
% host_image a string that contains the file name of the 
% digital image that will have a watermark 
% applied to it. i.e. 'kids.bmp' 
% host_imagetype a string that contain the image type for the. 
% host image, i.e. 'tif 
% wmimage a string that contains the file name of the 
% watermark image that will be applied to the 
% digital image, i.e. 'ritb.bmp' 
% wm_imagetype a string that contain the image type for the. 
% watermark image, i.e. 'bmp' 
% TV test vector: [JPEG 
Filtering Resampling] 
% FISin FIS Input system: 3 or 4; default is 4. 
% 
% Note: the size of the host image must be greater than 176 x 152 
% 
% This program makes calls to the following functions: 
% 
% Original Date: 03/24/00 
% 
o/o ********************************* w m fuzce.m 
******************************** 
% Initialize function 
clc 
st = clock; 
% Variable declaration 
method = 1; % method = 0 for single pixel insertion 
% method = 1 for block processing insertion 
BP = 1; % BP = 1 switch for Bipolar method 
plot_flag = 0; % When plotflag =1 then plots are 
printed, 
% no prints 
are created when plot_flag = 0 
perm_y = 1; % When permy =1 then 
permutation vector is loaded, 
% when 
permy = 0 permutation is calculated 
ifFISin == 3 
WM_fis = readfis('wmcbp7.fis'); % Load the 3 input fuzzy inference system 
else 
FISin = 4; 
WM_fis = readfis('wmcbp8.fis'); % Load the 4 input fuzzy inference system 
end % ifFISin ==3 
Ffactorlo = 317811; % Fibinacci low factor 
Ffactorhi = 514229; % Fibinacci high factor 
o/o ************ § e t U p m e f U Z Z y inference system ************* 
% First the input membership functions 
IMF_Range=[0 1]; 
IMF_Res = .05; 
G R Y = trimf((IMF_Range(l):IMF_Res:IMF_Range(2))',[0.2 0.5 0.8]); 
B L K = trapmf((IMF_Range(l):IMF_Res:IMF_Range(2))',[0 0 0.1 0.4]); 
WHT = trapmf((IMF_Range(l):IMF_Res:IMF_Range(2))',[0.6 0.9 1 1]); 
% Generate a plot of the input membership functions 
new_fig 
set(gcf, 'name', 'Pixel MF', 'numbertitle', 'off) 
subplot(211) 
plot((IMF_Range(l):IMF_Res:IMF_Range(2))',[BLK GRY WHT]) 
axis tight 
legend('BLK','GRY','WHT',-l) 
title('Input membership functions') 
% Second the output membership functions 
I_Res = 1/256; % Image resolution 
NBits = 5; % Lower range limit = NBits*I_Res 
ds = .02; % Increment size of the membership function 
UL = (NBits*I_Res)+(6*ds)+(2*ds); % Upper range limit it selectable until a limit is 
figured out from article research 
OMF_Range =[(NBits*I_Res) UL] ; 
O M F R e s = .005; 
MinAdj = trimf((OMF_Range(l):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2))',[OMF_Range(l) 
OMF_Range(l)+ds OMF_Range(l)+(2*ds)]); 
MinMedAdj = 
trimf((OMF_Range(l):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2)) ,,[OMF_Range(l)+ds+(.5*ds) 
OMF_Range(l)+(2*ds)+(.5*ds) OMF_Range(l)+(3*ds)+(.5*ds)]); 
MedAdj =trimf((OMF_Range(l):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2))',[(OMF_Range(l)+(3*ds)) 
(OMF_Range(l)+(3*ds)+ds) OMF_Range(l)+(3*ds)+(2*ds)]); 
MaxMedAdj = 
trimf((OMF_Range(l):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2))',[(OMF_Range(l)+(4.5*ds)) 
(OMF_Range(l)+(4.5*ds)+ds) OMF_Range(l)+(4.5*ds)+(2*ds)]); 
MaxAdj =trimf((OMF_Range(l):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2))',[(OMF_Range(l)+(6*ds)) 
(OMF_Range(l)+(6*ds)+ds) OMF_Range(l )+(6*ds)+(2*ds)]); 
% Generate a plot of the output membership functions 
subplot(212) 
plot((OMF_Range( 1 ):OMF_Res:OMF_Range(2))',[MinAdj MinMedAdj MedAdj 
MaxMedAdj MaxAdj]) 
axis tight 
legend('MinAdj','MinMedAdj','MedAdj','MaxMedAdj','MaxAdj',-l) 
title('Output membership functions') 
% Load the host digital image 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM\images 
%[X,MAP] = imread('lena.jpg'); 
%[NX,NMAP] = rgb2ind(X); 
%I_host = ind2gray(NX,NMAP); 
%new_fig,imshow(I_host,256) 
[X_host MAPhost ] = imread(host_image,host_imagetype); 
Ihost = ind2gray(X_host,MAP_host); 
% [NX_host,NMAP_host] = rgb2ind(X_host); 
% I_host = ind2gray(NX_host,NMAP_host); 
[r_host c_host] = size(I_host); 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM 
% Load watermark image 
[X_wm MAP_wm] = imread(wm_image,wm_imagetype); 
I_wm = ind2gray(X_wm,MAP_wm); 
[ r w m c w m ] = size(Iwm); 
% Verify that the host image is larger than the watermark image 
% The watermark image size must be at least two row widths and two 
% column widths less than the host image 
if (r_wm > (rJiost-2)) | (c_wm > (c_host-2)) 
fprintf('\n\nHost image is smaller than watermark image!\n') 
fprintf('The watermark image will be sized to the host image!\n\n') 
if (r_wm > (r_host-2)) & (c_wm <= (c_host-2)) 
temp = I_vvon(((r_wm-r_host)/2)+2:(r_wm-((r_vvTn-r_host)/2))-l,l :c_wm); 
elseif (r_wm <= (r_host-2)) & (c_wm > (c_host-2)) 
temp = I_wm(l :r_vvrn,((c_wm-c_host)/2)+2:(c_wm-((c_wm-c_host)/2))-l); 
else 
temp = I_wm(((r_wm-r_host)/2)+2:(r_vvTri-((r_wm-r__host)/2))-l,((c_wm-
c_host)/2)+2 :(c_wm-((c_wm-c_host)/2))-1); 
end % if (r_wm > (r_host-2)) & (c_wm <= (c_host-2)) 
clear I_wm 
I w m = temp; 
clear temp 
[ rwm c_wm] = size(I_wm); 
end % if (r_wm > (r_host-2)) | (c_wm > (c_host-2)) 
o/o ***************** pj r s ^ : Permutate the watermark ********************** 
% Convert watermark into a raster image 
for index = 1 :r_wm 
RI_wm(l+(c_wm*(index-l)):index*c_wm) = I_wm(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wm 
% Permutate the watermark image by performing linear pixel shuffling 
% Generate index vector 
if permy == 0 
cnt = 0; 
done = 0; 
k = 0; 
while done == 0 
k = k+ 1; 
% Determine i f the resulting LPS number is within the range of the raster image 
% and the all of the pixels have not been shuffled. If either of these cases 
% are true then the if statement is served. If the LPS number is outside of the 
% range of the raster image yet not all the pixels have been shuffled then the 
% elseif statement is served. 
if (mod(k*Ffactor_lo,Ffactor_hi) <= (r_wm*c_wm)) & ((k-cnt) <= 
(r_wm*c_wm)) 
y(k-cnt) = mod(k*Ffactor_lo,Ffactor_hi); 
elseif (mod(k*Ffactor_lo,Ffactor_hi) > (r_wm*c_wm)) & ((k-cnt) <= 
(r_wm*c_wm)) 
cnt = cnt + 1; 
end % if (mod(k*Ffactor_lo,Ffactor_hi) <= (r_wm*c_wm)) & ((k-cnt) <= 
(r_wm*c_wm)) 
if (k-cnt) == (r_wm*c_wm) 
done =1; 
end % if (k-cnt) = (r_wm*c_wm) 
end % while done == 0 
elseif perm_y == 1 
load y 
end % if permy == 0 
% Permutate the watermark image 
W M P R I = Rlwm(y) ; 
% Convert the raster image of the permutated watermark to the watermark image 
dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wm 
WM_P_I(index,:) = WM_P_RI(l+(c_wm*(index-l)):index*c_wm); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wm 
oyo ***************** Second: Insertion Process ********************** 
Ihostw = wm_fuz_in(I_host,WM_P_I,WM_fis,method,BP,FISin); 
<yo ***************** ,pj1j r cj. Extraction Process ********************** 
% Extract watermark image 
Iwmep = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_hostw,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],mefhod,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme cwme] = size(Iwmep); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme) = I_wmep(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = l:(r_wm*c_wm); 
R l w m e = RI_wmep(yinv); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the watermark 
image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme(index,:) = RI_wme(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = I :r_wme 
o/Q ***************** p o u r th" Evaluation Process ********************** 
% Compression Tests 
i fTV(l)== 1 
QF= 100*ones(l, 14) -[5.35 6.33 7.27 8.08 9.63 11.16 14.39 18 24 29 33 41 49 
58]; 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(1) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg';jpg','Quality',QF( 1)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
ITestOl = imread('I_hostw.jpg7jpg'); 
I JTestOl = ((double(I_Test01))/255); 
% Perform extraction on test image 1 
% Extract watermark image 
I w m e p O l = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test01,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_01); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
R l w m e p O 1 (1 +(c_wme* (index-1)): index* c_wme) = 
l_wmep_01 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
R l w m e O l = RI_wmep_01(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(1) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_01); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I w m e O l (index,:) = RI_wme_01(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(2) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(2)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I _Test02 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Test02 = ((double(I_Test02))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_02 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test02,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_02); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_02(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_02 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = l:(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_02 = RI_wmep_02(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(2) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_02); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_02(index,:) = RI_wme_02(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(3) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpgVjpg','Quality',QF(3)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test03 = imread('I_hostw.jpg', 'jpg'); 
I_Test03 = ((double(I_Test03))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_03 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test03,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_03); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_0 3 (1 +(c_wme * (index-1)): index * c_wme) = 
I_wmep_03 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_03 = RI_wmep_03(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(3) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_03); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_03 (index,:) = RI_wme_03(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(4) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg', 'Quality', QF(4)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test04 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Test04 = ((double(I_Test04))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_04 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test04,W]V[_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_04); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI wmep_04( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)): index* c_wme) = 
I_wmep_04(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_04 = RI_wmep_04(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(4) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_04); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_04(index,:) = RI_wme_04(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(5) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(5)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test05 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
l_Test(J5 = ((double(I_Test05))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_05 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test05,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme cwme] = size(I_wmep_05); 
for index = 1 :r wme 
RI_wmep_05( 1 +(c_wme*(index-1 )):index*c wme) = 
I_wmep_05 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wrne_05 = RI_wmep_05(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(5) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_05); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_05(index,:) = RI_wme_05(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(6) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(6)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test06 = imread('I_hostw.jpg',jpg'); 
I_Test06 = ((double(I_Test06))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_06 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test06,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_06); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_06(l+(cjwme* (index-1)): index* cwme) = 
I_wmep_06(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_06 = RI_wmep_06(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(6) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_06); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_06(index,:) = RI_vvTne_06(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(7) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(7)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test07 = imread('I_hostw.jpg'.'jpg'); 
I_Test07 = ((double(I_Test07))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_07 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test07,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_07); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_07( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)) :index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_07(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RJ_wme_07 = RI_wmep_07(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(7) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_07); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_07(index,:) = RI_wme_07(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(8) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(8)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test08 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Test08 = ((double(I_Test08))/255); 
% Perform extraction on test image 1 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_08 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test08,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_08); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_08( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)): index *c_wme) = 
I_wmep_08(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = l:(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_08 = RI_wmep_08(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(8) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_08); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_08(index,:) = RI_wme_08(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(9) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(9)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Test09 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Test09 = ((double(I_Test09))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_09 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Test09,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_09); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_09( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)): index* c_wme) = 
I_wmep_09(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_09 = RI_wmep_09(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(9) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_09); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_09(index,:) = RI_wme_09(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(10) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg'/Quality'^Ft 10)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
ITestlO = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
ITestlO = ((double(I_TestlO))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I w m e p l O = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_TestlO,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(IwmeplO); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_l 0( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1 )):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_ 10(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_10 = RlwmeplO(yinv) ; 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(10) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_10); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_10(index,:) = RI_wme_10(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(11) 
imwrite(I_hostw:i_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF( 11)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
ITes t l 1 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Testl 1 = ((double(I_Testl l))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_l 1 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl l,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_l 1); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_l l(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_l 1 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_l 1 = R l w m e p l l(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(11) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_l 1); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_l 1 (index,:) = RI_wme_l l(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(12) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(12)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Testl2 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Testl2 = ((double(I_Testl2))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_12 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl2,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],mefhod,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_12); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_l 2( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)) :index* c_wme) = 
I_wmep_ 12(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_12 = RI_wmep_12(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(12) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_12); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_12(index,:) = RI_wme_12(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(13) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(13)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Testl3 = imread('I_hostw.jpg','jpg'); 
I_Testl3 = ((double(I_Testl3))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_13 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl3,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme cwme] = size(I_wmep_13); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_13(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_l 3(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_13 = RI_wmep_13(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(13) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_13); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_ 13 (index,:) = RI_wme_13(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r wme 
% JPEG Compression Test: Quality Factor: QF(14) 
imwrite(I_hostw,'I_hostw.jpg','jpg','Quality',QF(14)) 
% Load the compressed host watermarked digital image 
I_Testl4 = imread('I_hostw.jpg', 'jpg'); 
I_Testl4 = ((double(I_Testl4))/255); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_14 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl4,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rjwme c_wme] = size(I_wmep_14); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_l 4( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1)) :index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_14(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RJ_wme_14 = RI_wmep_14(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC(14) = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_14); 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_14(index,:) = RI_wme_14(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
end%ifTV(l )== 1 
ifTV(2) == 1 
% Filtering Tests 
% Lowpass Filter Test 
LPF = (l/9)*ones(3); 
I_Testl5 = conv2(I_hostw,LPF,'same'); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_15 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl5,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[r_wme cwme] = size(I_wmep_15); 
for index = 1 :r wme 
RI_wmep_l 5(1 +(c_wme* (index-1 )):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_ 15 (index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_15 = RI_wmep_15(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NCJLPF = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_15); 
fprintf('\nThe normalized cross correlation for the Low Pass Filter Test is 
%1.4f\n',NC_LPF) 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_15(index,:) = RI_wme_15(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Median Filter Test 
I_Testl6 = medfilt2(I_hostw); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_16 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_Testl6,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_16); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
R l w m e p l 6( 1 +(c_wme* (index-1 )):index*c_wme) = 
I_wmep_16(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
RI_wme_16 = RI_wmep_16(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
N C M F = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_16); 
fprintf('\nThe normalized cross correlation for the Median Filter Test is 
%1.4f\n',NC_MF) 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r wme 
I_wme_16(index,:) = RI_wme_16(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
end%ifTV(2) == 1 
i f T V ( 3 ) = 1 
% Resampling the watermarked image test 
Ihostrs = imresize(I_hostw,[256 256],'bicubic'); 
IJiostos = imresize(I_hostrs,[512 512],'bicubic'); 
% Extract watermark image 
I_wmep_17 = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_hostos,WM_fis,[r_wm c_wm],method,BP); 
% Reverse the permutation on the extracted watermark image 
% Convert extracted watermark into a raster image 
[rwme cwme] = size(I_wmep_17); 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
RI_wmep_ 17(1 +(c_wme* (index-1)): index* c_wme) = 
I_wmep_17(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Reverse the permutation 
yinv(y) = 1 :(r_wm*c_wm); 
R l w m e l 7 = RI_wmep_17(yinv); 
% Determine the degree of correlation between the extracted test watermark vs. 
actual watermark 
NC_RS = wm_ncc(RI_wme,RI_wme_17); 
fprintf('\nThe normalized cross correlation for the Image Resampling Test is 
%1.4f\n',NC_RS) 
% Convert the raster image of the reversed-permutate extract watermark to the 
watermark image dimensions 
for index = 1 :r_wme 
I_wme_17(index,:) = RI_wme_17(l+(c_wme*(index-l)):index*c_wme); 
end % for index = 1 :r_wme 
% Save the degree of correlation for the test image 
save NCRS_fuzc.txt N C R S -ascii 
end%ifTV(3)== 1 
o/o ***************** pjriaj- Plot ********************** 
% Plot the original host image, original watermark image, and watermarked host image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(I_host,256) 
title('Host Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wm,2 5 6) 
title('Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_hostw,256) 
title('Watermarked Host Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plotflag == 1 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and extracted 
watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plotflag == 1 
print -f 
end % if plot_flag == 1 
i fTV(l)== 1 
% Compression Test Plots 
% For test 1 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(l_wmep_01,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(l_wme_01,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print -f 
end % if plotflag == 1 
% For test 2 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image, 
newjfig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_02,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_02,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plot_flag == 1 
% For test 3 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_03,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_03,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end%ifplot_flag == 1 
% For test 4 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_04,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_04,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation\'landscape') 
if plotflag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plotflag == 1 
% For test 5 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_05,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_05,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plotflag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plot_flag == 1 
% For test 6 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_06,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_06,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plot_flag == 1 
% For test 7 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_07,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_07,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end % if plotflag == 1 
% Save the degree of correlation for the test images 
save NC_fuzc.txt NC -ascii 
end%ifTV(l)== 1 
ifTV(2)== 1 
% Filtering Test Plots 
% For Low Pass Filter 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_08,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_08,256) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plot_flag == 1 
print - f 
end%ifplot_flag = 1 
% For Median Filter Test 
% Plot the original permutated watermark, extracted permutated watermark and 
extracted watermark image. 
new_fig 
subplot(131) 
imshow(WM_P_I,256) 
title('Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(132) 
imshow(I_wmep_09,256) 
title('Extracted Permutated Watermark Image') 
subplot(133) 
imshow(I_wme_09,2 5 6) 
title('Extracted Watermark Image') 
set(gcf,'PaperOrientation','landscape') 
if plotflag == 1 
print - f 
end%ifplot_flag== 1 
% Save the degree of correlation for the test images 
save NCF_fuzc.txt NC_LPF NC_MF -ascii 
end%ifTV(2) == 1 
% Save watermark and watermarked image 
[X_I_hostw,MAP_I_hostw] = gray2ind(I_hostw,256); 
imwrite(X_I_hostw,MAP_I_hostw,'I_hostwc.bmp','bmp') 
[X_I_hostwme,MAP_I_hostwme] = gray2ind(I_wme,256); 
imwrite(X_I_hostwme,MAP_I_hostwme,'I_wme.bmp','bmp') 
tt = clock - st 
Insertion Function 
function I_hostw = wm_fuz_in(I_host,I_wm,WM_fis,method,BP,FISin) 
********************************* wm fuz in m 
******************************** 
% 
% function Ihostw = wm_fuz_in(I_host,I_wm,WM_fis,method,BP,FISin) 
% 
% Programmer: David Coumou 
% 
% Purpose: This function inserts a watermark into a host image based on 
% a fuzzy inference system. The fuzzy inference system is 
% used for watermark extraction and insertion. The fuzzy rules set 
% is based upon the intensity resolution and intensity sensitivity 
% oftheHVS. 
% 
% The arguments for this function are: 
% I_host the host image with out the watermark 
% applied to it. 
% I w m the watermark image. 
% IJhostw the host image with the watermark applied 
% to it. 
% method method = 0 for single pixel insertion 
% method = 1 for block processing insertion 
% BP BP = 1 switch for Bipolar method 
% WM_fis the fuzzy interence system used to insert the 
% watermark image. 
% FISin FIS Input system: 3 or 4; default is 4. 
% 
% This program makes calls to the following functions: 
% lnlpa.m 
end % i f FISin ==3 
r_tgl = l ; 
c_tgl= 1; 
k = l ; 
j = i ; 
jj = l ; 
pix_adjw = 0; 
pix_adjb = 0; 
D = size(Iwm); 
[r_host c_host] = size(I_host); 
Iratio = r_host/D(l); 
% Perform insertion on host image 
% Single pixel processing 
if method == 0 
I_hostw = I_host + (.005*randn(r_host,c_host)); 
for rowindex = 1 :D( 1) 
for colindex = 1 :D(2) 
% Initialize function 
%Ynew=rot90(Y);Y=Ynew 
ifFISin==3 
FIS_Inputs = 3; % 3 Input FIS system 
else 
FISin = 4; 
FISJnputs = 4; % 4 Input FIS system 
if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 0 
inputVector = [I_host(row_index,col_index) I_host(row_index,col_index+2)... 
I_host(row_index+2,col_index) I_host(row_index+2,col_index+2)]; 
pixeladj(k) = evalfis(inputVector,WM_fis); 
pixadjb(k) = pixel_adj(k); 
if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) + 
pixel_adj(k); 
if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) > 1 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = 1; 
end % if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) > 1 
else 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) 
pixeladj(k); 
if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) < 0 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = 0; 
end % if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) < 0 
end % if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
end % if I_wm(row_index+l,col_index+l) == 1 
k = k+ 1; 
end % for colindex = 1 :D(2) 
end % for row_index = 1 :D(1) 
end % i f method == 0 
% Block processing 
if method == 1 
if BP ==0 
I_hostw = I_host + (.005*randn(r_host,c_host)); 
for rowindex = 1 :D(1) 
for coMndex = 1 :D(2) 
inputVector = [I_host(row_index,coMndex) I_host(row_index,col_index+2)... 
I_host(row_index+2,col_index) I_host(row_index+2,col_index+2)]; 
pixel_adj(k) = evalfis(inputVector,WM_fis); 
if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 0 
% Black Pixel Processing 
if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) + 
pixel_adj(k); 
pix_adjb(j) = pixel_adj(k); 
j= j + i ; 
i f I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) > 1 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = 1; 
end % if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) > 1 
else 
I hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) -
pixel_adj(k); 
pix_adjb(j) = pixel_adj(k); 
j= j + i; 
i f I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) < 0 
I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) = 0; 
end % if I_hostw(row_index+l,col_index+l) < 0 
end % if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
elseif I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 1 
% White Pixel Processing 
if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
I_hostw(row_index+l ,col_index+l) = I_host(row_index+1 ,col_index+l) 
pixel_adj(k); 
pix_adjw(jj) = pixel_adj(k); 
jj =jj +1; 
else 
I_hostw(row_index+l,coMndex+l) = I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) + 
pixel_adj(k); 
pix_adjw(jj) = pixel_adj(k); 
jj =jj +1; 
end % if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
end % if I_wm(row_index+l,col_index+l) == 1 
k = k + 1; 
end % for col_index = 1 :D(2) 
end % for row_index = 1 :D( 1) 
end % if BP ==0 
i f BP == 1 
% Block Processing 
for row_index = 1 :(r_host/Iratio) 
for col_index = 1 :(c_host/Iratio) 
ifFISJnputs ==3 
if r_tgl == 1 
B = mean(mean(I_host((l+Iratio)+((row_index-
r tgl ) * Iratio): (2 * Iratio)+((row_index-r_tgl)* Iratio), 1 +((col_index-
c_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host((l+Iratio)+((row_index-
r_tgl)*Iratio):(2*Iratio)+((row_index-r_tgl)*Iratio),(l+Iratio)+((col_index-
c_tgl)*Iratio):(2*Iratio)+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
if c t g l == 1 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-r_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((row_index-
r_tgl)*Iratio),(l+Iratio)+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio):(2*Iratio)+((col_index-
c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
elseif c_tgl == 2 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-r_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((row_index-
r_tgl)*Iratio),l+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
end%ifc_tgl == 1 
ifc_tgl == 1 
c_tgl = 2; 
else 
c_tgl=l ; 
end%ifc_tgl == 1 
elseif r_tgl = 2 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-r_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((row_index-
r_tgl)*Iratio),l+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio):Iratio+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l +((row_index-r_tgl)* Iratio) :Iratio+((row_index-
r_tgl)* Iratio),( 1 +Iratio)+((col_index-c_tgl) * Iratio): (2 * Iratio)+((col_index-
c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
if c_tgl == 1 
C = mean(mean(I_host((l+Iratio)+((row_index-
r_tgl)*Iratio):(2*Iratio)+((row_index-r_tgl)*Iratio),(l+Iratio)+((col_index-
c_tgl)*Iratio):(2*Iratio)+((col_index-c_tgl)*Iratio)))); 
elseif c_tgl == 2 
C = mean(mean(I_host((l+Iratio)+((row_index-
r_tgl)* Iratio): (2* Iratio)+((row_index-r_tgl)* Iratio), 1+((col_index-
c_tgl) * Iratio): Iratio+((col_index-c_tgl)* Iratio)))); 
end % if c t g l == 1 
if c_tgl == 1 
c_tgl = 2; 
else 
c_tgl = 1; 
end % if c t g l == 1 
end%ifr_tgl == 1 
inputVector = [ A B C ] ; 
elseif FISInputs == 4 
if (rowindex == 1) 
if (col_index ==1) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l :Iratio,l :Iratio))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l :Iratio,(Iratio+l):2*Iratio))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host((Iratio+l):2*Iratio,l:Iratio))); 
D = mean(mean(I_host((Iratio+1) :2 *Iratio,(Iratio+1) :2* Iratio))); 
elseif (col_index == (c_host/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l :Iratio,l+(Iratio*(col_index-2)):Iratio*(col_index-
i)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l:Iratio,l+((col_index-
1) * Iratio): colindex* Iratio))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host((Iratio+l):2*Iratio,l+(Iratio*(col_index-
2) ):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
D = mean(mean(I_host((Iratio+l):2*Iratio,l+((col_index-
l)*Iratio):col_index*Iratio))); 
else % (row_index == 1) & ~(col_index == 1) & ~(col_index == 
(c_host/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l :Iratio,l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-
B = 
mean(mean(I_host(l:Iratio,(Iratio+l):l+(coMndex*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
C = 
mean(mean(I_host(l+(rovv_index*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index+l),l+((col_index-
2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
D = 
mean(mean(I_host(l+(row_index*Iratio):Iratio*(rowJndex+l),l+(coljndex*Irad 
o*(col_index+l)))); 
end % if (coMndex == 1) 
elseif -(rowindex == 1) & (coMndex == 1) & ~(row_index == (r_host/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l:Iratio))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+(col_index*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host( 1 +((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l:Iratio))); 
D = 
mean(mean(I_host(l+(row_index*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index+l),l+(col_index*Iratio):Irati 
o*(col_index+l)))); 
elseif ~(row_index == 1) & (coMndex == (c_host/Iratio)) & ~(row_index == 
(r_host/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
1) ,l+((col_index-l)*Iratio):col_index*Iratio))); 
C = 
mean(mean(I_host(l+(row_index*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index+l),l+((col_index-
2) *Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
D = 
mean(mean(I_host( 1 +(row_index* Iratio): Iratio* (row_index+1), 1 +((col_index-
1 )*Iratio):col_index*Iratio))); 
elseif (row_index == (r_host/Iratio)) 
if (coMndex == 1) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
1),1 .-Iratio))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host( 1 +((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+(col_index*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l:Iratio))); 
D = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+(col_index*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
elseif (coMndex == (chost/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
1), 1 +((col_index-1 )*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
D = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((coI_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
else % (rowindex == (rhost/Iratio)) & ~(col_index = 1) & ~(col_index == 
(c_host/Iratio)) 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
1), 1 +(col_index* Iratio) :Iratio* (col_index+1)))); 
C = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
D = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+(col_index*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
end % if (colindex == 1) 
else 
A = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
l),l+((col_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index-l)))); 
B = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-2)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index-
1) ,l+(col_index*Iratio):Iratio*(col_index+l)))); 
C = 
mean(mean(I_host( 1 +((row_index) * Iratio): Iratio * (row_index+1), 1 +((col_index-
2) * Iratio): Iratio *(col_index-l)))); 
D = 
mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index)*Iratio):Iratio*(row_index+l),l+(col_index*Iratio):Ir 
atio * (col_index+1)))); 
end % if (row_index == 1) 
inputVector = [A B C D ] ; 
end%ifFIS_Inputs ==3 
pixel_adj(k) - evalfis(inputVector,WM_fis); 
mu = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
if mu > .5 
if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 1 
I_hostw( 1 +((row_index-1) * Iratio): Iratio * row_index, 1 +((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) = I_host(l+((row_index-
1 )*Iratio):Iratio*row_index, 1 +((col_index-1 )*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) -
pixel_adj(k)*ones(Iratio); 
pix_adjw(jj) = pixel_adj(k); 
j j=jj + l ; 
else 
I_hostw( 1 +((ro w_index-1) * Iratio): Iratio *row_index, 1 +((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) = I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratioi-Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) + 
pixeladj (k) * ones(Iratio); 
pix_adjb(j) = pixeladj(k); 
end % if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 1 
for ri = 1 :Iratio 
for ci = 1 :Iratio 
if I_hostw(ri+((row_index-l)*Iratio),ci+((col_index-l)*Iratio)) > 1 
I_hostw(ri+((row_index-l)*Iratio),ci+((col_index-l)*Iratio)) = 1; 
end % if I_hostw(ri+((row_index-l)*Iratio),ci+((col_index-l)*Iratio)) > 1 
end % for ci = 1: Iratio 
end % for ri = 1: Iratio 
else 
if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 1 
I_hostw( 1 +((ro w_index-1) * Iratio) :Iratio* row_index, 1 +((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) = I_host(l+((row_index-
1) * Iratio): Iratio*row_index, 1 +((col_index-1) * Iratio): Iratio * coMndex) + 
pixeladj (k) * ones(Iratio); 
pix_adjw(jj) = pixel_adj(k); 
jj =jj +1; 
else 
I_hostw(l+((row_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) = I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index) -
pixel_adj (k) * ones(Iratio); 
pix_adjb(j) = pixel_adj(k); 
i= j + i ; 
end % if I_wm(row_index,col_index) == 1 
for ri = 1 :Iratio 
for ci = 1 rlratio 
if I_hostw(ri+((ro windex-1) * Iratio),ci+((col_index-1) * Iratio)) < 0 
I_hostw(ri+((row_index-l)*Iratio),ci+((col_index-l)*Iratio)) = 0; 
end % if I_hostw(ri+((row_index-l)*Iratio),ci+((coMndex-l)*Iratio)) < 0 
end % for ci = 1: Iratio 
end % for ri = 1: Iratio 
end % if I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5 
lnlpixel_adj(k) = lnlpa(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((coMndex-l)*Iratio):Iratio* coMndex)); 
k = k+ 1; 
end % for coMndex = 1 :(c__host/Iratio) 
if r t g l = 1 
r_tgl = 2; 
else 
r_tgl = l ; 
end%ifr_tgl == 1 
end % for rowindex = 1 :(r_host/Iratio) 
end % if BP = 1 
end % i f method == 1 
% Preserve pixel adjustment for future reference 
save lnlpixadj.mat lnlpixel_adj 
save pixadj.mat pixeladj pix_adjw pixadjb 
% Return 
return 
Extraction Function 
function Iwme = vvTO_fuz_ex(I_host,I_hostw,WM_fis,D,method,BP) 
0 ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -y/jYi f u z £ x m 
******************************** 
% 
% function I_wme = wm_fuz_ex(I_host,I_hostw,WM_fis,D,method,BP) 
% 
% Programmer: David Coumou 
% 
% Purpose: This function extracts the watermark from a watermarked host image 
% based on a fuzzy inference system. The fuzzy inference system is 
% used for watermark extraction and insertion. The fuzzy rules set 
% is based upon the intensity resolution and intensity sensitivity 
% oftheHVS. 
% 
% The arguments passed into this program are: 
% I_host the host image with out the watermark 
% applied to it. 
% I_hostw the host image with the watermark applied 
% to it. 
% method method = 0 for single pixel insertion 
% method = 1 for block processing insertion 
% BP BP = 1 switch for Bipolar method 
% D the dimensions of the watermark 
% W M f i s the fuzzy interence system used to insert the 
% watermark image. 
% 
% This program makes calls to the following functions: 
% 
% Original Date: 03/24/00 
% 
o/o ********************************* w m fuz ex.m 
******************************** 
% Initialize function 
[r_host chost] = size(Ihost); 
Iratio = r_host/D(l); 
% Perform extraction on watermarked image 
% Initialize the permutated extracted watermark image 
I_wme = ones(D); 
% Extraction 
if method == 0 
cl_lo = .0195; 
for rowindex = 1 :D(1) 
for coMndex = 1 :D(2) 
inputVector = [I_host(row_index,col_index) I_host(row_index,col_index+2)... 
I_host(row_index+2,coMndex) I_host(row_index+2,col_index+2)]; 
pixeladj = evalfis(inputVector,WM_fis); 
p ixe ld i f = abs(I_host(row_index+l,coMndex+l) -
I_hostw(row_index+l ,col_index+l)); 
if pixel_dif >= c M o 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 0; 
end % if (pixeldif > (cl_lo*pixel_adj)) & (pixeldif < (cl_hi*pixel_adj)) 
end % for rowindex = 1 :D(1) 
end % for coMndex = 1 :D(2) 
end % if method == 0 
if method == 1 
if BP ==0 
for rowindex = 1 :D( 1) 
for coMndex = 1 :D(2) 
p ixe ld i f = I_host(row_index+1 ,col_index+1) 
I_hostw(row_index+l ,col_index+l); 
if (pixel_dif >= cMo) & (I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5) 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 1; 
elseif (pixel_dif >= c l l o ) & (I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) <= .5) 
I_wme(row_index,coMndex) = 0; 
elseif (pixel_dif <= -cMo) & (I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5) 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 0; 
elseif (pixel_dif <= -c l lo ) & (I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) <= .5) 
I_wme(row_index,coMndex) = 1; 
else 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 1; 
end % if (pixeldif >= cMo) & (I_host(row_index+l,col_index+l) > .5) 
end % for row_index = 1 :D(1) 
end % for coMndex = 1 :D(2) 
end % i f BP == 0 
if BP == 1 
% Block Processing 
for row_index = 1 :(r_host/Iratio) 
for col_index = 1 :(c_host/Iratio) 
mu = mean(mean(I_host(l+((row_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*row_index,l+((col_index-l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
A = sum(sum(I_host( 1 +((row_index-1 )*Iratio):Iratio*row_index, 1 +((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
B = sum(sum(I_hostw( 1 +((row_index-1 )*Iratio) :Iratio*row_index, 1 +((col_index-
l)*Iratio):Iratio*col_index))); 
if mu > .5 
if A > B 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 1; 
else 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 0; 
end % if A > B 
else 
if A > B 
I_wme(row_index,col_index) = 0; 
else 
I_wme(row_index,coMndex) = 1; 
end % if A > B 
end % if mu > .5 
end % for coMndex = 1 :(c_host/Iratio) 
end % for row_index = 1 :(r_host/Iratio) 
end % if BP == 1 
end % if method == 1 
% Return 
return 
Gray Scale Palette Training Function 
% 
% Programmer: David Coumou 
% 
% Purpose: This progarm creates a palette of the gray scale range. This 
% program evaluates the Fuzzy Interference System with the palette 
% to ensure that the pixel ajustment is not preceivable to the human 
% visual system. 
% 
% This program calls the following funcions 
% wipeout.m 
% pyrmtx.m 
% 
% Original Date: 05/20/00 
% 
o,^  fispal.m 
% Initialize function 
wipeout 
clc 
% Declare constants 
n = 16; % Dimensions of the palette 
grayscale = 255; % Grayscale level 
FISin = 4; 
WMbp_fis = readfis('wmcbp8.fis'); % Load the fuzzy inference system 
WMspf i s = readfis('wme.fis'); % Load the fuzzy inference system 
% Generate the palette 
M = pyrmtx(n); 
palette = (1/grayscale) * M ; 
% Generate the subimage for the watermark 
SP_wm_si = [1 1 1; 1 0 1; 1 1 1]; 
% Expand the palette for single pixel and block pixel processing and create 
% the associated watermark for the single and block processing methonds 
SP_pal = ones(n*3); 
BP_pal = ones(n*12); 
for row_index = 1 :n 
for coMndex = 1 :n 
% Create the palettes 
SP_pal( 1 +((row_index-1) * 3): (row_index* 3), 1 +((col_index-1) * 3): (coMndex* 3)) = 
SP_pal( 1 +((row_index-1)*3):(row_index*3), 1 +((col_index-1)*3):(coMndex*3)) * 
palette(row_index,col_index); 
BP_pal( 1 +((row_index-1 )* 12):(row_index* 12), 1 +((col_index-
1 )* 12) :(col_index* 12)) = BP_pal( 1 +((row_index-1 )* 12): (row_index* 12), 1 +((col_index-
l)*12):(col_index*12)) * palette(row_index,col_index); 
% Create the watermark image 
I_wm(l+((row_index-l)*3):(row_index*3),l+((col_index-l)*3):(col_index*3)) = 
SP_wm_si; 
end % for coMndex = 1 :n 
end % for row_index = 1 :n 
***************** Second' Insertion Process ********************** 
SP _palw = wm_fuz_in(SP_pal,I_wm(2:((n*3)-l),2:((n*3)-l)),WMsp_fis,0,0,FISin); 
BP_palw = wm_fuz_in(BP_pal,I_wm, WMbpfis , 1,1 ,FISin); 
% Analysis of the block processing method 
load pixadj.mat 
[r,c] = size(M); 
% Convert watermark into a raster image 
for index = 1 :r 
R_palette(l+(c*(index-l)):index*c) = palette(index,:); 
end % for index = 1 :r 
% Transform the palette and the pixel adjustments into ascending gray order (black to 
white) 
[R_pa,I] = sort(R_palette); 
pixadjba = pix_adjb(I); 
% Generate Plots 
new_fig 
subplot(121) 
imshow(SP_pal,255) 
subplot(122) 
imshow(BP_pal,255) 
new_fig 
subplot(121) 
imshow(SP_palw,255) 
subplot(122) 
imshow(BP_palw,255) 
new_fig 
subplot(211) 
plot(R_pa,pix_adjba) 
title('Pixel Adjustment for Black Watermark Pixels') 
xlabel('Grayscale Level') 
ylabel('Pixel Adjustment') 
axis tight 
grid 
subplot(212) 
plot(R_pa,grayscale*pix_adjba) 
title('Pixel Adjustment for Black Watermark Pixels') 
xlabel('Grayscale Level') 
ylabel('Quantization Adjustment') 
axis tight 
grid 
new_fig 
subplot(211) 
hist(pixel_adj) 
subplot(212) 
plot(pixel_adj) 
new_fig 
subplot(211) 
hist(pixadjb) 
subplot(212) 
plot(pix_adjb) 
new_fig 
subplot(211) 
hist(pixadjw) 
subplot(212) 
plot(pixadjw) 
Normalized Cross Correlation Function 
function N C = wm_ncc(imagel,image2) 
% 
% function NC = wm_ncc(image 1 ,image2) 
% 
% Programmer: David Coumou 
% 
% Purpose: This function determines the normalized cross correlation between 
% the two images. The images that are passed into this function are 
% expected to be in raster form. 
% 
% Original Date: 04/22/00 
% 
********************************* v^m ncc m 
******************************** 
% Initialize the function 
[r c] = size(imagel); 
% Determine the difference between the two images 
if r == 1 
x = ones(l,c) - image 1; 
y = ones(l,c) - image2; 
NC = (x*y')/(x*x'); 
elseif c == 1 
x = ones(r,l) - image 1; 
y = ones(r,l) - image2; 
NC = (x'*y)/(x'*x); 
else 
x = ones(r,c) - image 1; 
y = ones(r,c) - image2; 
N C = (sum(sum(x.*y)))/(sum(sum(x.*x))); 
end 
% Return 
return 
Example 3 Input Watermark Algorithm Test Code 
% Three Input FIS Evaluation 
% Arc de Triomphe image 
wipeout 
host_image = 'archdtri22.bmp'; 
host_imagetype = 'bmp'; 
wm_image = 'ritd.bmp'; 
wm_imagetype = 'bmp'; 
wm_fuzce(host_image,host_imagetype,wm_image,wm_imagetype,[l 1 1 ],3); 
load NC_fuzc.txt % [Compression] 
load NCF_fuzc.txt % [LP Median Filter] 
load NCRS_fuzc.txt % Resampling 
[X_wc.MAP_wc] = imreadCI_hostwc.bmp', 'bmp'); 
[X_wme,MAP_wme] = imread('I_wme.bmp','bmp'); 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM\images 
nc_lcd = nc_fuzc; 
ncf lcd = ncffuzc'; 
ncrs_lcd = ncrs_fuzc; 
save nc_lcd.txt nc_lcd -ascii 
save ncf_lcd.txt ncf_lcd -ascii 
save ncrs_lcd.txt ncrs_lcd -ascii 
imwrite(X_wc,MAP_wc,'archdtri22wm3i.bmp','bmp') 
imwrite(X_wme,MAP_wme,'archdtri22wme3i.bmp'.'bmp') 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM 
Example 4 Input Watermark Algorithm Test Code 
% Three Input FIS Evaluation 
% Arc de Triomphe image 
wipeout 
host_image = 'archdtri22.bmp'; 
host_imagetype = 'bmp'; 
1 J>J> 
wm_image = 'ritd.bmp'; 
wm_imagetype = 'bmp'; 
vvonjiizce(host_image,host_imagetype,wm_image,wm_imagetyp 1 1],4); 
load NC_fuzc.txt % [Compression] 
load NCF_fuzc.txt % [LP Median Filter] 
load NCRS_fuzc.txt % Resampling 
[X_wc,MAP_wc] = imread('I_hostwc.bmp','bmp'); 
[X_wme,MAP_wme] = imread('I_wme.bmp','bmp'); 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM\images 
nc_lcd = ncfuzc; 
ncf lcd = ncffuzc'; 
ncrslcd = ncrsfuzc; 
save nc_lcd.txt nc_lcd -ascii 
save ncf_lcd.txt ncf_lcd -ascii 
save ncrs_lcd.txt ncrs_lcd -ascii 
imv\Tite(X_wc,MAP_wc.'archdtri22vvTn3i.bmp','bmp') 
imwrite(X_wme,MAP_wme,'archdtri22wme3i.bmp','bmp') 
cd D:\Coumou\School\WM 
